
u  Use these Seed Variety Descriptions as a Resource for Your Seed Order.

u  For Questions, Phone Us Toll Free: 888-880-7228

Sign up for Renee’s monthly email newsletter with 
gardening ideas, features and great recipes at

www.reneesgarden.com

Seed deScriptionS



       GOURMET VEGETABLES

5985 Bean, Bush, Castandel, “The Weekend Bean” Exclusive – Bred for kitchen gardeners, Castandel beans hold their juicy, succulent flavor, allowing 
extended harvests. Nicknamed “The Weekend Bean” as they give you more time to harvest.

5972 Bean, Bush, Container, “French Mascotte” The first true container green bean, perfect for pots and small gardens. Fast growing, compact plants are 
disease-resistant and heavy yielding with beanpods borne at the tops of the plants.

5882 Bean, Bush, “Nickel Filet” Baby Gourmet beans originally developed for upscale restaurants with tender-sweet 3 to 4-inch pods borne in 
abundance on compact plants. Extra fancy beans need only brief cooking and little adornment.

3027 Bean, Bush, “Provider” 
Organic, Heirloom

Heirloom with long, rounded, crispy green pods that have a rich meaty flavor. Pods are borne in 
abundance on vigorous plants. Very productive and reliable variety.

3066 Bean, Bush, “Roc d’Or” 
Organic

French variety produces the best tasting yellow beans available: long and rounded, sunny-yellow pods 
with a delicate buttery flavor. Plants are vigorous bearers with good resistance to bean viruses.

5552 Bean, Bush, French “Rolande” Exclusive – Extra-slim, long deep green filet or “haricot vert” snap beans. A fine French delicacy with 
superb taste. Refined introduction with extra-crispy texture.

5550 Bean, Bush, “Tricolor” Exclusive – A blend of three colors of bush beans for a space-saving rainbow of flavor and color in the 
garden and at the table. Equal parts: Golden Roc d’Or, Purple Queen, Green Slenderette.

5417 Bean, Bush, “Classic Slenderette” Exclusive – The delectable rounded pods of gourmet-quality Slenderette are particularly tender, juicy & 
sweet with no tough tips or fiber. Vigorous, early producing plants bear bright-green 5-1/2 inch pods.

5418 Bean, Bush, “Improved Roma”
Heirloom

Early-bearing variety reselected for great taste and improved yields. The vigorous bush plants bear heavy 
harvests of flat, wide, 5 inch long, stringless green pods with a distinctively rich “beany” flavor.

3028 Bean, Bush, “Royalty Purple Pod” 
Organic, Heirloom

Long time favorite whose dark purple pods stand out against green foliage, making picking easy. 
Productive in a wide range of climates and soils. Tops for flavor, versatility and easy harvesting.

3029 Bean, Pole, “Blue Lake” 
Organic, Heirloom

Treasured heirloom vines climb effortlessly to yield big harvests of tender and juicy, dark-green pods over 
a long season. Exceptionally reliable with great flavor and consistent quality.

3069 Bean, Pole, “Mama’s Cannellini” 
Organic, Heirloom

Classic minestrone bean, a.k.a. fagioli or haricot blanc. Shiny white beans prized for smooth, meaty 
texture & dense, nutty flavor. Vitamin rich and high in protein and fiber. Savor in soups and stews.

5933 Bean, Pole, “Emerite,” Filet Elegant French “haricot verts” pole beans with especially slim, long rounded pods. Flavor is beany-sweet, 
delicate. Emerite’s tall vines are vigorous and high yielding. Perfect for gourmet gardeners.

3072 Bean, Pole, “Emerite,” Filet 
Organic

Exclusive – Long and elegant French filet pole beans offer extra-fancy pods with a beany-sweet, delicate 
flavor and a crispy snap that makes them especially delicious. High yielding, very productive vines.

5929 Bean, Pole, “French Gold,” Filet  These hard-to-find, yellow pole beans are true “haricot verts,” classically slim, round 7 to 9 inch pods with 
delicate, sweet flavor and a crispy snap. Heavy bearing and especially choice eating. 

3071 Bean, Pole,“French Gold,” Filet  
Organic

Exclusive – Golden-yellow long, slim juicy French filet pole beans with fine sweet flavor. Sunny pods 
stand out from green vines for easy harvesting. Great garden performance and yield over a long season.

5198 Bean, Fresh Soy,”Edamame”
Heirloom

Our fresh Edamame’s flavor is nutty, buttery and irresistible. These widely adapted bush plants offer 
consistent high yields of large pods with 3 to 4 delicious beans per pod.

5565 Bean, Pole, “Early Spanish Musica” 
Heirloom

Exclusive – Crunchy, broad, long green pods. Early bearing vines are extremely productive with outstanding 
beany-sweet flavor. Popular in France and typical in Spain. The best pole bean we’ve eaten.

3057 Bean, Pole, “Early Spanish Musica”
Organic

Exclusive – Juicy-sweet and meaty with wonderful crunchy texture, Musica is the earliest and most 
productive pole bean we’ve ever grown. Best of all the broad, flat 9 in. pods offer unsurpassed rich flavor.

5930 Beans, “Rattlesnake & Purple Pole” Heirloom mix: the pretty patterned Rattlesnake beans are delicious as fresh pods or for dried beans. 
Purple pods are renowned for tenderness, flavor and reliability and their color stands out from vines. 

3073 Bean, Pole, “Rich Purple Pod”  
Organic, Heirloom

Treasured purple pole beans renowned for flavor, yield and reliability. These crunchy deep purple pods 
stand out against the green leafy vines, making them fun and easy to pick. Antioxidant rich.

5560 Beans, Pole, “Tricolor” Exclusive – A blend of three colors of pole beans that makes good use of limited space. Extended heavy 
harvests of delicious gold, green and purple pods. 
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5956 Beans, Fava, “Robin Hood” A fine new English variety that produces especially succulent fava beans high in protein, fiber and rich in 
vitamins A and C. These bushy plants produce early and don’t need staking.

5572 Beet, “Baby Ball” Perfectly rounded, petite crimson beets with fine tips, mellow sweet taste and delicious healthful greens. 
Early to harvest. Pick at baby size or maturity.

3002 Beet, Dutch, “Red Baron” 
Organic

Exclusive – Deep red, globe-shaped beets with smooth skin, rich flavor and nice leafy tops. Long keeping, 
fine tasting Dutch variety to pull as baby beets or grow to full maturity.

5973 Beet, “Five Color Rainbow” 
Heirloom

Gorgeous five-color mix is a visual knockout in both garden and kitchen. Enjoy as sweet baby beets & let 
the rest size up. Includes deep purple, orange-yellow, candy-striped, cerise & white.

5927 Beet, Gourmet Golden
Heirloom 

Golden beets are a beautiful golden-orange color throughout. They stay tender-fleshed and particularly 
sweet and mild in taste, whether pulled very young or allowed to size up. Cooks love them.

5570 Beets, “Jewel-Toned Blend” Exclusive – Our blend of burgundy, golden and candy-striped beets yields bountiful harvests with tender 
texture, sweet earthy flavor and rich glowing colors.

5986 Beet, Roasting, “Sweet Merlin” Perfect for roasting, Merlin sizes up quickly into tender fleshed, globe shaped ruby-red beets with an 
especially high sugar content. Fine flavored beets don’t get tough or woody.

3030 Beet, “Striped Chioggia” 
Organic, Heirloom

Italian heirloom with bright, candy red exteriors and interior flesh beautifully marked in alternating rings of 
cherry red and white. Delicious sweet flavor and fine texture. Great tasting leafy tops.

5580 Broccoli, “All Season Blend” Exclusive – A mix of 3 top-quality hybrids for a continuous early, medium and late season of harvesting 
with tightly beaded, crunchy heads and plentiful side shoots. Disease and weather resistant.

3074 Broccoli, Early, “Batavia” 
Organic

Exclusive – Vigorous early broccoli with nutty sweet flavor. Large central heads are followed by multiple 
side shoots for extended harvests. Strong disease resistance and great garden performance.

3031 Broccoli Raab, “Early Rapini” 
Organic, Heirloom

Cool season Italian heirloom whose tasty dark green shoots, buds and leaves taste like broccoli with a 
real flavor punch. Vitamin-rich and very productive.

5582 Broccoli Raab, “Super Rapini”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Delicious and early harvesting Italian heirloom greens with piquant flavor. A Mediterranean 
specialty for great gourmet cooking. Our Italian supplier’s best selection.

5974 Brussels Sprouts, “Hestia” Extra-fancy variety bred for flavor and productivity offers heavy yields of solid, crunchy, bright green 
sprouts. Plants are burst and rot resistant and easily withstand early frosts for extended harvesting.

5936 Cabbage, Napa, “Little Jade” Exclusive – Mini Napa or “Chinese” cabbage with juicy, tangy-sweet flesh, and cool, crisp texture. 
Extremely vigorous, with excellent disease resistance. Dense, vase-shaped 8 to 10 inch heads. 

5857 Cabbage, Baby, “Pixie” Space saving, early maturing baby variety quickly forms compact, dense 5 to 6 inch heads with excellent 
sweet flavor. A perfect size for everyday meals. Can take both hot and frosty weather.

5592 Carrot, French “Baby Babette” French Nantes hybrid finger-carrots bred for early color, even cylindrical shape, high yields and delicious 
taste. Great baby carrots.

5143 Carrots, “Sunshine Orange & Yellow” Exclusive – We have mixed two colorful varieties. Sow in late summer or spring to yield bountiful, 
healthful crops of sweet, crunchy, deep orange and sunny yellow carrots. 

5590 Carrot, French, Nantes, “Bolero” Well-bred hybrid Nantes carrots. Slender, 6 to 7 inches, perfectly cylindrical shape with consistent sweet 
flavor and beautiful deep orange color.

5858 Carrots, Tricolor, “Circus Circus” Exclusive – Our trio of cool carrot colors includes creamy white, bright orange and a deep, dark purple 
with orange centers. All 3 well-bred Dutch varieties are sweet tasting, crisp and smooth. 

5154 Carrot, “King Midas” Exclusive – King Midas offers large size and rich carrot flavor. They grow steadily into smooth, nearly 
coreless 8 to 9 inch beauties with especially high levels of health enhancing beta-carotene.

3009 Carrot, Nantes, “Starica” 
Organic

Easy to grow, crunchy-sweet Dutch carrots with finely textured, tasty orange flesh. The perfect all round 
carrot for snacks, salads, juice or sautés.

5957 Carrot, “Purple Sun” Great-looking, plump dark purple carrots from Holland grow vigorously, combining rich color with excellent 
sweet flavor and crisp texture. Loaded with antioxidants, delicious raw or cooked.

5984 Carrot, Rainbow, “Harlequin Mix” Exclusive - Our mix of great tasting, early maturing carrots in a kaleidoscope of fun colors: orange, yellow, 
white and purple. Each color tastes subtly different and all are first-rate for eating and juicing.

5238 Carrot, Gourmet “Round Romeo” Exclusive – Petite ball-shaped carrots with smooth skins that need no peeling, sweet flavor and crunchy 
texture. Romeo is widely adapted and doesn’t need deeply prepared soil. 
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3083 Carrot, Chantenay, “Short Stuff”
Organic

Great-tasting, sweet Chantenay carrot with husky, tapering 4 inch long triangular roots. These plump 
beauties are fine-fleshed and bright orange to the core. Great for heavy soils or in containers. 

3010 Carrot, Snacking, “Rotild” 
Organic

Exclusive – A fine Nantes carrot with the classic long, cylindrical shape and blunt ends. This widely 
adapted variety grows reliably well with great flavor and crisp orange flesh.

5876 Cauliflower, “Amazing Taste” Exclusive – Outstanding early Dutch hybrid produces dense heads of tender, creamy white curds with 
superbly mild and nutty-sweet flavor. Strong outer wrapper leaves protect heads.

5975 Celeriac/Celery Root, “Prinz” Exclusive - Prinz offers nutty, sweet flavor, fine texture and reliable, big yields that hold for extended 
harvesting. The knobby roots white flesh tastes like mild celery and parsley.

5988 Chard, Baby Leaf, “Cut and Come Again” Exclusive – New, crispy, nutty-flavored Baby Leaf Chard is great tasting and quickly grown by the 
“cut and come again” method. Use its handsome baby leaves in salads or steam, stirfry or braise.

5145 Chard, “Italian Silver Rib”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Selected by discerning Italian cooks for its clean mellow flavor, these handsome vigorous 
plants have wide, silvery mid-ribs and crinkly, broad, deep green leaves.

5610 Chard, Rainbow, “Bright Lights” AAS winner! Highly ornamental, brightly colored tender stalks with a sweet mild flavor in a rainbow of 
colors, all with succulent dark green leaves. 

3032 Chard, “Garden Rainbow” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Colorful, long-standing heirloom with green leaves and crunchy stalks that show off in a 
rainbow of red, pink, white and gold.

5845 Chard, “Neon Glow” Exclusive – Vivid magenta and gold stalks contrast beautifully with green savoyed leaves for bright color 
and great eating. Eye-catching, productive; striking in both veggie and flower beds.

5879 Chard, “Peppermint Stick” Exclusive – Eye-catching new chard with crispy stalks striped in hot pink and white, with vibrant large 
green leaves. Harvest at the baby leaf stage, or grow them into beautiful, edible landscape plants.

5345 Chard, Container, “Pot of Gold” Exclusive – Delicious, reliable and highly ornamental, these vigorous plants have crunchy golden stems 
contrasting with deep green leaves. Perfect for containers or striking mixed borders. 

5156 Chard, Red, “Scarlet Charlotte”
Heirloom

Exclusive – This new variety of an American classic delights the eye and appetite with its crunchy 
magenta-red stalks which contrast perfectly with the sweet, green, savoyed leaves. 

5885 Collards, “Green Flash” Top yielding, vigorous hybrid whose tender, huge paddle-shaped leaves have excellent mild sweet flavor. 
Extremely high in fiber and vitamins. Bolt resistant for longer, more dependable harvests.

3005 Corn, Bicolor, “Luscious” 
Organic

Early and productive bicolor corn known for great eating quality and high yields of plump ears whose 
sweet, tender kernels hold their sweet succulence after harvest.

5835 Corn, Early Bicolor, “Bon Jour” Exclusive – Productive hybrid bicolor yields luscious ears of creamy-white and golden-yellow kernels a 
week before most other varieties. Ears stay sweet and tender for extended harvests.

5077 Corn, Early Sweet “Casino” Exclusive – Easy to grow, vigorous and extra-early, Casino’s big ears have tender golden kernels and an 
exceptional full sweet flavor. Does well in all conditions.

5859 Corn, Sweet, “Sugar Pearls” Exclusive – Handsome ears of succulent kernels with the delicate, sweet, meltingly tender flavor 
available from the best white corn. Top eating quality and ideal for short /early season harvests.

5826 Cucumber, Baby Persian “Green Fingers” Exclusive – These delicious and prolific baby cukes are smooth, cute little minis. Crispy, tender and ready 
to eat at just 3 to 5 inches long. Self-pollinating, disease resistant vines. 

5620 Cucumber, English, “Chelsea Prize” Exclusive – Elegantly slender, thin-skinned English cucumbers with absolutely delicious, crispy sweet 
flesh. Easy to digest. Self-pollinating, vigorous vines.

3035 Cucumber, Chinese, “Suyo Long” 
Organic, Heirloom

Heirloom Asian cucumber that produces lots of long, slender and ribbed, burpless, deep green cukes with 
a fine delicate flavor and crispy texture that cucumber lovers will treasure.

5419 Cucumber, Container, “Bush Slicer” Exclusive – Juicy slicing cucumbers in record time on disease resistant, dwarf bushes, perfect for a small 
space or container. The 6 to 8 inch long fruits have smooth, tender skin and sweet, crisp flesh. 

5373 Cucumber, ”Sweet Armenian” Heirloom These distinctive bitter-free heirlooms, a.k.a.”Yard-long Cucumbers” have long and ridged, creamy pale 
green fruit with a crisp, juicy texture and need no peeling. Heavy yielders thrive in hot summer areas. 

5860 Cucumber, Japanese, “Tasty Green” Thin-skinned, long “burpless” hybrid Japanese cucumbers combine sweet taste and crispy texture. 
Slender 12 inch fruits on vigorous, early bearing vines with long and reliable harvests. 

5374 Cucumber “Lemon”
Heirloom

Favorites for over 100 years, Lemon cukes effortlessly produce loads of fruit just the color, size and shape 
of pale lemons. They have a mild, sweet flavor, crisp texture and non-bitter, thin skins.
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3083 Carrot, Chantenay, “Short Stuff”
Organic

Great-tasting, sweet Chantenay carrot with husky, tapering 4 inch long triangular roots. These plump 
beauties are fine-fleshed and bright orange to the core. Great for heavy soils or in containers. 

3010 Carrot, Snacking, “Rotild” 
Organic

Exclusive – A fine Nantes carrot with the classic long, cylindrical shape and blunt ends. This widely 
adapted variety grows reliably well with great flavor and crisp orange flesh.

5876 Cauliflower, “Amazing Taste” Exclusive – Outstanding early Dutch hybrid produces dense heads of tender, creamy white curds with 
superbly mild and nutty-sweet flavor. Strong outer wrapper leaves protect heads.

5975 Celeriac/Celery Root, “Prinz” Exclusive - Prinz offers nutty, sweet flavor, fine texture and reliable, big yields that hold for extended 
harvesting. The knobby roots white flesh tastes like mild celery and parsley.

5988 Chard, Baby Leaf, “Cut and Come Again” Exclusive – New, crispy, nutty-flavored Baby Leaf Chard is great tasting and quickly grown by the 
“cut and come again” method. Use its handsome baby leaves in salads or steam, stirfry or braise.

5145 Chard, “Italian Silver Rib”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Selected by discerning Italian cooks for its clean mellow flavor, these handsome vigorous 
plants have wide, silvery mid-ribs and crinkly, broad, deep green leaves.

5610 Chard, Rainbow, “Bright Lights” AAS winner! Highly ornamental, brightly colored tender stalks with a sweet mild flavor in a rainbow of 
colors, all with succulent dark green leaves. 

3032 Chard, “Garden Rainbow” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Colorful, long-standing heirloom with green leaves and crunchy stalks that show off in a 
rainbow of red, pink, white and gold.

5845 Chard, “Neon Glow” Exclusive – Vivid magenta and gold stalks contrast beautifully with green savoyed leaves for bright color 
and great eating. Eye-catching, productive; striking in both veggie and flower beds.

5879 Chard, “Peppermint Stick” Exclusive – Eye-catching new chard with crispy stalks striped in hot pink and white, with vibrant large 
green leaves. Harvest at the baby leaf stage, or grow them into beautiful, edible landscape plants.

5345 Chard, Container, “Pot of Gold” Exclusive – Delicious, reliable and highly ornamental, these vigorous plants have crunchy golden stems 
contrasting with deep green leaves. Perfect for containers or striking mixed borders. 

5156 Chard, Red, “Scarlet Charlotte”
Heirloom

Exclusive – This new variety of an American classic delights the eye and appetite with its crunchy 
magenta-red stalks which contrast perfectly with the sweet, green, savoyed leaves. 

5885 Collards, “Green Flash” Top yielding, vigorous hybrid whose tender, huge paddle-shaped leaves have excellent mild sweet flavor. 
Extremely high in fiber and vitamins. Bolt resistant for longer, more dependable harvests.

3005 Corn, Bicolor, “Luscious” 
Organic

Early and productive bicolor corn known for great eating quality and high yields of plump ears whose 
sweet, tender kernels hold their sweet succulence after harvest.

5835 Corn, Early Bicolor, “Bon Jour” Exclusive – Productive hybrid bicolor yields luscious ears of creamy-white and golden-yellow kernels a 
week before most other varieties. Ears stay sweet and tender for extended harvests.

5077 Corn, Early Sweet “Casino” Exclusive – Easy to grow, vigorous and extra-early, Casino’s big ears have tender golden kernels and an 
exceptional full sweet flavor. Does well in all conditions.

5859 Corn, Sweet, “Sugar Pearls” Exclusive – Handsome ears of succulent kernels with the delicate, sweet, meltingly tender flavor 
available from the best white corn. Top eating quality and ideal for short /early season harvests.

5826 Cucumber, Baby Persian “Green Fingers” Exclusive – These delicious and prolific baby cukes are smooth, cute little minis. Crispy, tender and ready 
to eat at just 3 to 5 inches long. Self-pollinating, disease resistant vines. 

5620 Cucumber, English, “Chelsea Prize” Exclusive – Elegantly slender, thin-skinned English cucumbers with absolutely delicious, crispy sweet 
flesh. Easy to digest. Self-pollinating, vigorous vines.

3035 Cucumber, Chinese, “Suyo Long” 
Organic, Heirloom

Heirloom Asian cucumber that produces lots of long, slender and ribbed, burpless, deep green cukes with 
a fine delicate flavor and crispy texture that cucumber lovers will treasure.

5419 Cucumber, Container, “Bush Slicer” Exclusive – Juicy slicing cucumbers in record time on disease resistant, dwarf bushes, perfect for a small 
space or container. The 6 to 8 inch long fruits have smooth, tender skin and sweet, crisp flesh. 

5373 Cucumber, ”Sweet Armenian” Heirloom These distinctive bitter-free heirlooms, a.k.a.”Yard-long Cucumbers” have long and ridged, creamy pale 
green fruit with a crisp, juicy texture and need no peeling. Heavy yielders thrive in hot summer areas. 

5860 Cucumber, Japanese, “Tasty Green” Thin-skinned, long “burpless” hybrid Japanese cucumbers combine sweet taste and crispy texture. 
Slender 12 inch fruits on vigorous, early bearing vines with long and reliable harvests. 

5374 Cucumber “Lemon”
Heirloom

Favorites for over 100 years, Lemon cukes effortlessly produce loads of fruit just the color, size and shape 
of pale lemons. They have a mild, sweet flavor, crisp texture and non-bitter, thin skins.
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5622 Cucumber, “Garden Oasis” Exclusive – Extra-sweet, burpless, uniquely smooth-skinned Beit-Alpha cucumber renowned for quality 
throughout the Mediterranean basin. High yields of glossy fruits with refreshing juicy-sweet flesh. 

5834 Cucumber, Pickling/Kirby, “Endeavor” Exclusive – Our early, disease resistant, pickling or “Kirby”cuke is a kitchen garden dynamo, producing 
extended harvests of dark green, crispy fruits to put up many jars of favorite treats.

3034 Cucumber, Slicing, “Straight Eight” 
Organic, Heirloom

Classic American heirloom whose vigorous leafy vines bear good crops of juicy slicing cucumbers with a 
crunchy texture and mild, sweet flavor.

3065 Cucumber, Slicing, “Tasty Treat”
Organic

Thin-skinned with crisp, mild and juicy flesh, these “burpless”cucumbers never need peeling. Long, 
perfectly straight fruits on vigorous vines that produce right until frost.

3036 Eggplant, “Asian Mix” 
Organic, Heirloom

Our blend of 3 early-bearing varieties with heavy clusters of purple, green or white fruits shaped like 
chubby fat fingers. Flavor is mild, nutty-tasting and truly luscious.

5630 Eggplants, “Asian Trio” Exclusive – Color-coded seeds for 3 kinds of slender cylindrical Asian varieties in vivid dark purple, 
magenta and lavender/white. Creamy, smooth-tasting, extra-early fruits.

5112 Eggplants, “Italian Trio” Exclusive – Our trio of color-coded seeds for succulent Italian fresh market eggplants combines 
purple-black “Nadia,”gorgeous magenta “Beatrice”and rose and white “Rosa Bianca.”

5833 Eggplant, Container, “Little Prince” Exclusive – Compact plants producing abundant, glossy, 3 to 4 inch oval fruits in shiny clusters on 
attractive plants with velvety leaves and lavender blossoms. An edible landscaping dynamo.

3081 Eggplant, Italian, “Violetta Lunga” 
Organic, Heirloom

Early bearing and prolific Italian favorite whose elongated dark purple fruits are almost seedless with 
flesh that is especially mild, nutty flavored and sweet. Wonderful grilled, baked or sautéed.

3017 Fennel, Bulbing, “Romanesco” 
Organic, Heirloom

Italian heirloom grows easily and reliably produces plump green oval bulbs with feathery tops. The crispy, 
sweet anise flesh is perfect for versatile salads, dips, and to roast, sauté or grill.

5640 Fennel, Bulbing “Trieste” Exclusive – This weather-resistant, refined French hybrid, is bred for large rounded bulbs with crunchy 
succulent flesh and sweet anise flavor. Great fresh in salads or cooked.

5960 Gourds, “Bath Loofah”
Heirloom

Handsome and easy to grow vining gourds. At maturity, the sponge like loofah interiors make marvelous 
skin scrubbers for stimulating and improving skin tone in bath or shower.

5101 Gourds, Large, “Crafters’ Mix”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Our custom blend offers abundant large smooth gourds to craft into beautiful vessels and 
ornaments. “Giant Birdhouse,””Big Dipper”and “Corsican”vines can trail or trellis.

5239 Gourds, Specialty, “Wings & Warts” Whimsical 5 to 6 inch gourds, either smooth-skinned with unique winged bulbs, or warted and shaped like 
spoons, pears or globes, all in artful combinations of rich harvest colors.

5955 Greens, Asian, “Rosette Tatsoi”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Grows quickly and easily into flat rosettes of deep green, teardrop shaped leaves with mild 
flavor that is sweeter than other Asian greens. A vitamin and anti-oxidant rich powerhouse.

5937 Greens, “Renee’s Braising Mix”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Our blend of succulent greens, a mix of green and red leaf beets with silver and gold leaf 
chards. Eat as baby salad or cooked greens; this tasty, tender mix is rich tasting and delicious. 

5420 Greens, Salad ,”Glory Frisee” Exclusive – Rosettes of frisée, a.k.a. curly endive, are delicious in cool season salads, adding body, 
crispness and nutty flavor. French “Glory”has finely cut leaves, delicate crispy ribs and creamy hearts.

5655 Greens, “California Spicy Salad”
Heirloom

Exclusive – A beautifully balanced mix of piquant salad leaves to eat alone or mix with mild-flavored 
lettuces. Includes Arugula, Curly Endive, Red Mustard and Mizuna.

5139 Greens, “Crispy Winter Salad” Exclusive – Our special blend of frilly endive, satiny crisp escarole, and piquant deep magenta radicchio 
to plant in late summer for fantastic, long-lasting cold-weather salads.

3053 Greens, Mustard, “Cut & Come Again” 
Organic, Heirloom

Our signature blend of the best tasting, quick-growing, smooth and frilled leafy mustards. A perfect quick 
crop for continuous cool season zesty salads or flavorful and nutritious stirfries.

3054 Greens, “Quick Stirfry Blend” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Our fast-growing leafy blend gives all the colors, flavors and shapes needed for perfectly 
balanced quick and easy stirfries. Includes: Mizuna, Mispoona, mild mustards and Russian kale.

5605 Greens, “Renee’s Stirfry Mix”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Our own signature blend of 4 leafy Asian greens. An appetizing and colorful  mix for fast, easy 
and nutritious meals full of well-balanced fresh flavors.

5863 Greens, Mix, “Mild Mustard”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Our balanced mix of 4 different mild mustards, from upright and smooth to crinkly and curly. 
Ideal for fast-growing, tasty and nutritious cool-season greens or salads.

3075 Greens, Mustard, “Ruby & Emerald Streaks” 
Organic

Our mix of feathery ruby and emerald salad mustards is fast growing and as pretty as a picture with a deli-
cious tart but mild flavor that really livens up any salad.
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5971 Kale, “Tuscan Baby Leaf”
Heirloom

Fastest and best tasting Tuscan kale strain for salads. Easily grown by “cut and come again”method to cut 
and regrow for multiple harvests from same planting. More tender and mild than other kales.

5153 Kale, Dinosaur, “Lacinato”
Heirloom

This unique Italian heirloom’s thick crinkled leaves are a deep blue-green and an absolute standout in the 
garden. Sweet flavor, never strong or overbearing. Cold and heat tolerant.

3085 Kale, Dinosaur, “Lacinato”
Organic, Heirloom

With crinkled, deep blue-green, sword-shaped leaves that look primeval; often nicknamed “dinosaur 
kale.” Leaves have sweet full flavor and plants are reliable and widely adopted.

5938 Kale, Portuguese, “Tronchuda Beira” Exclusive – Tender and sweet, much more heat tolerant than other kales, this delicious specialty has a 
wonderful mild but rich flavor and easy culture. 18 inch heads of paddle-shaped, blue-green leaves. 

5883 Kale, Triple-Curled, “Dutch Darkibor” Dense rosettes of triple curled rich green leaves. This edible landscape plant has a great tasting, mild and 
sweet flavor. Weather tolerant hybrid, at home in both vegetable and ornamental gardens.

3055 Kale, Russian, “Wild Garden Frills”
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Especially tender, mild and simply delicious Siberian heirloom with blue-green frilled leaves. 
Highly nutritious, long-standing, weather tolerant and wonderfully ornamental.

5928 Kohlrabi, “Crispy Colors Duo” Our fast-growing purple and green-skinned kohlrabi mix makes a pretty picture in garden beds. These 
extra-fancy hybrids rapidly size up into crispy bulbs with thin skins and crunchy, sweet flesh. 

5675 Leek, French, “Baby Primor” Exclusive – First quality French hybrid especially developed for sweetness and tender texture to use as 
babies. Fast maturing for summer harvests. Superior flavor to domestic varieties.

3013 Leek, German, “Striesen” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Heirloom leek that grows tall and straight with sturdy, fine-flavored long white stalks and 
hearty green tops. Holds very well in the garden for easy, extended harvesting.

3018 Lettuce, Bibb, “Patty’s Choice” 
Organic

Big and beautiful bibb lettuce offers fast-growing heavy rosettes of frilled crispy-green leaves edged in 
radiant burgundy-red. Delicious for salads and lovely in the garden.

3019 Lettuce, Butter, “Kagraner Sommer” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Heat-tolerant European heirloom known for its softly folded, luscious green leaves that reveal 
solid, juicy hearts. Large green leaves have a delicious buttery texture and flavor.

5939 Lettuce, Butterhead, “Rhapsody” Exclusive – Large, butterheads have softly folded luscious leaves and melt-in-your mouth flavor. 
Brand-new variety bred for flavor, form and vigor, with wonderful satiny texture and rich buttery taste. 

1069 Lettuce, Mix, “Paris Market Mesclun”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Imported mesclun mix of tender baby lettuces, mild chicory and endive, enhanced with a 
touch of aromatic chervil and nutty arugula. Fast, fashionable and totally delicious!

5650 Lettuce, “Cut Again Baby Mesclun” 
Heirloom

Exclusive – Our custom blend of the same gourmet varieties that top ranking chefs use for signature 
salads. A delicious diversity of color, texture and flavor.

5183 Lettuce, Mix,”Farmers Market Blend”
Heirloom

Exclusive – This mix of tender, sweet red and green lettuces draws raves at local farmers markets. A 
blend of the most delicious varieties for a balanced palette of colors, shapes and textures.

3068 Lettuce, “Flashy Trout Back” 
Organic, Heirloom

Leaves of this great tasting, handsome heirloom are lavishly splashed with wine-red against a bright 
green background and their pretty speckled appearance begins right at the seedling stage.

5940 Lettuce, Edible Lndscp, “Stardom Mix” Exclusive – Softly ruffled, emerald-green and burgundy-red lettuces with crispy-sweet leaves that grow 
into large rosettes of color and flavor. Perfect for sumptuous salads and stunning in the garden.

5848 Lettuce, “Ruby & Emerald Duet” Exclusive – Our beautiful mix of softly folded, emerald-green baby butterhead rosettes and ruby-red, 
ruffled, mini leaf lettuces. Compact 6 inch heads. Heat tolerant and perfect in pots.

5372 Lettuce, Container, “Garden Babies” Exclusive – These brand-new babies have soft folded leaves, a lovely buttery texture and outstanding 
sweet taste. Ideal for containers, they are slow bolting, heat tolerant and make compact 6 inch heads.

3037 Lettuce, Container, “Jade Gem” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – An heirloom gardener’s favorite: with 6 to 8 inch tall, fat little rosettes of juicy-sweet, wavy 
leaves that look like a plump mini romaine. Fast to grow for long harvests of ready-to-eat salads.

5931 Lettuce, “Sweetie Baby Romaine” Exclusive – New baby romaine bred to be compact, juicy and delicious. Petite vase-shaped heads are 
heavy for their size with wonderful, sweet flavor. Long-lasting, slow bolting, heat tolerant. 

5029 Lettuce, “Heirloom Cutting Mix”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Our custom blend of luscious antique cutting lettuces includes: Speckled Troutback, Blush 
Butter Cos, Red Ruffled Oak, Green Devil’s Tongue, and crisp Sucrine. 

5846 Lettuce, Mix, “Asian Baby Leaf” Exclusive – Enjoy crispy salads and Asian flavors with this surprisingly mild, balanced baby salad blend. 
A delicious array of leaf colors, shapes and textures and as pretty as a picture.

1071 Lettuce, Mix, “Blush Batavians” Exclusive – Weather-tolerant rosettes with big crunchy, tender leaves in handsome reds and greens. 
French specialty for home gardeners combines flavor and garden performance.
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5138 Lettuce, Mix, “Italian Misticanza”
Heirloom

An imported blend of tangy chicories and endives, along with bright flavorful green and red Italian 
lettuces. Sow in late summer or early spring and cut in just 4 to 5 weeks.

3078 Lettuce, Bibb, “Matilda” 
Organic

Exclusive - Heat tolerant, premium Dutch Bibb lettuce that reliably forms beautiful, softly folded heads of 
sweet and buttery tasting leaves with a delicate and really delicious texture.

5282 Lettuce, Mix, “Merveille De 4 Saisons”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Our selected cultivar of centuries-old French heirloom bibb lettuce has big heads of radiant 
color with flavorful ruby-red leaves surrounding tightly folded green hearts. 

3056 Lettuce, French Red Leaf, “Redina” 
Organic

Exclusive – Very large rosettes of frilled and ruffled deep red leaves with hidden emerald hearts. 
Eye-catching and ornamental as well as tasty and disease resistant. A French lettuce for all seasons.

5652 Lettuce, “Monet’s Garden Mesclun” Exclusive – A beautiful watercolor palette of different lettuce tastes, textures and colors created for us by 
wine country specialty growers for fast “cut and come again” harvesting.

3058 Lettuce, Mesclun, “Five Variety Blend” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Our heritage blend for superior baby leaf salads is a careful balance of flavors, colors and 
textures. Includes: Troutback, Blush Butter Cos, Red Devil’s Tongue, Red Ruffled Oak and Sucrine.

5862 Lettuce, Mix, “Wine Country Mesclun” Exclusive – Straight from the Napa Valley, our favorite chef’s preferred blend of 8 different colorful 
lettuces with just the right amount of tangy greens, combining both crispy and buttery leaf textures. 

5976 Lettuce, Crisphead, “Queen of Crunch” Exclusive - Perfect for gardeners who love really crispy lettuce. Queen of Crunch is a heat tolerant, sturdy 
lettuce that grows quickly and matures into attractive heavy rosettes.

5977 Lettuce, “Red Deer Tongue” 
Heirloom

Exclusive - Especially reselected strain for uniform, vivid, deep red color, stronger plant vigor and heat 
tolerance. These ruby-hued triangular leaves form loose heads with melt in your mouth flavor.

3070 Lettuce, “Renee’s Special Baby Leaf” 
Organic

Exclusive – Our own beautiful blend of green and red lettuces in a variety of colors, flavors and leaf 
shapes all selected to grow perfectly together for delicious baby leaf “cut and come again”salads.

5158 Lettuce, Mix, Romaine “Caesar Duo” Exclusive – We’ve paired our favorite romaine lettuces, choosing crispy red and green leaved varieties. 
Pick at baby size or grow into dense juicy heads for fresh gourmet Caesar salads.

3038 Lettuce, Romaine, “Jericho” 
Organic, Heirloom

Especially heat-tolerant, juicy romaine originally from Israel. Full heads of upright sword-shaped leaves 
with crisp, juicy texture and sweet fine flavor.

5886 Lettuce, Romaine, “Ruby Gem” Exclusive – Heavy, plump little heads with tightly folded, ice-green hearts & ruby-red tops. Fast-growing 
with crisp, juicy texture & marvelous flavor. One head makes a perfect salad for two people.

5932 Lettuce, Cutting, “Sea of Red” Exclusive – Beautiful sword shaped leaves are an intense deep, mahogany-red that doesn’t fade in the 
sun. This richly-colored new lettuce is a true showstopper in both garden and kitchen.

5670 Lettuce, Mix, “Summer Bouquet “ Exclusive – Our custom blend of new Dutch and French specialty lettuces selected for heat tolerance, 
striking beauty, crisp texture and wonderful flavor. 

5315 Mâche, “Gala” Exclusive – The oval leaves of mild, nutty-flavored mâché (a.k.a. lamb’s lettuce or corn salad) form 
 fist-sized rosettes. Cold-hardy Gala is mildew-resistant with melt-in-your-mouth texture.

5680 Melons, “Three Flavor Mix” Exclusive – Color-coded seeds enable gardeners to grow luscious, perfumed hybrid Galia, Canteloupe 
and Honeydew melons, all from one convenient packet.

5877 Melon, Tuscan “Napoli” Exclusive – Delicious, early ripening Italian specialty melon whose vigorous vines produce luscious 
netted fruits with deep orange flesh renowned for complex rich, sweet flavor and spicy floral aroma.

3020 Melon, Tuscan, “Retato Degli Ortolani” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Heirloom Tuscan melon whose wonderful perfume and rich orange flesh  adds to its meltingly 
sweet flavor. Deeply lobed, orange-fleshed fruits on very productive vines.

5990 Okra, “Jambalaya” A fast-growing and vigorous variety, Jambalaya really takes off in hot weather. The hollyhock-like 
flowers are quickly followed by heavy yields of crunchy, flavorful, dark green pods.

5961 Onion, Torpedo, “Rossa Lunga di Firenze”
Heirloom

These beautiful, wine colored onions are an intermediate day type with wonderful rich, mild sweet flavor 
and juicy red flesh. They offer great garden performance in all areas.

5864 Onion, Green Scallion, “Parade” Exclusive – Parade is quick to grow to a useful size, with tender-crisp green tops, long crunchy white 
shafts and a mild flavor and crispy texture. Thrives in wide variety of soils and conditions.

5157 Onion, Scallions “Delicious Duo” Exclusive – Our unique and handsome blend of red and green skinned scallions is bred for color, quality, 
heat tolerance and disease resistance. Adds pizzaz to all dishes.

5991 Onion,” Italian Scallion”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Handsome Italian salad onions with purple wrapper leaves. Harvest as scallions or let 
mature into baby onions. At every stage, they are juicy and richly flavorful without being overly strong.
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3003 Onions, Scallions, “Sprint” 
Organic

Strong-germinating, vigorous scallions (a.k.a. “green onions”), with snowy white flesh, deep green stalks 
and especially tender texture. Their gentle onion flavor is a salad essential.

5607 Pak Choi, Baby, “Green Fortune” Exclusive – Crispy, sweet, vase-shaped 6 to 8 inch mini-heads with pale lime-green crunchy  stalks and 
dark green leaves. Compact, fast growing and delicious braised, steamed or stirfried.

5959 Parsnip, English “Gladiator” Imported from England, these top quality parsnips have smooth, blemish-free white skins and deliciously 
sweet, earthy flavor. Quick to mature to an impressive 10 to 12 inches long and great keepers.

5941 Pea, Shelling, “Sabre” Exclusive – Easy to work, short vines bear double sets of well-filled pods, each with 10 to 12 peas that 
shell out easily. Delicious tender peas with great taste. Extremely disease-resistant and productive. 

3040 Pea, Snap, “Sugar Daddy” 
Organic

High-yielding bush vines that load up early with double pods of plump, nutty-sweet peas at each plant 
node. Hard to resist eating them right on the spot.

5030 Peas, Snap, “Super Sugar Snaps” Tall vigorous vines are laden with long crisp sweet pods that mature in 60 days. Resistant to powdery 
mildew and tolerant to other pea virus.

5700 Peas, Snow,” Oregon Giant” Huge yields of sweet, exceptionally large, five inch crispy snow pea pods on vigorous, disease resistant 
short vines.

3041 Pea, Snow,” Oregon Sugar Pod ll” 
Organic

Vigorous, short vines produce bumper crops of juicy-sweet, flat green, crispy sugar pods over a long 
harvest season. Perfect eating fresh or stirfry in seconds.

5849 Pepper, Minis, “Baby Belles” Exclusive – Bite-size, red and yellow mini sweet bell peppers are sweet, crunchy and delicious. Compact 
plants are heavy producers. Colorful in salads or for tasty quick snacks.

3059 Pepper, Italian Sweet, “Sunset Mix” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Beautiful heirloom mix yields huge, elongated tapering fruits with thick, meaty flesh that 
matures to rich red, yellow or orange. Perfect for snacks, salads, sautéing or roasting.

5740 Peppers, “Jewel Toned Sweet Bells” Exclusive – Color-coded seeds enable gardeners to grow three super-premium varieties of crispy-sweet, 
gold, red and orange hybrid bells from one convenient packet.

3007 Pepper, Sweet Bell “Orange & Red Mix” 
Organic

Crunchy pepper mix produces vigorous plants that load up early with big sweet bells that color up to 
glowing orange or bright crimson at maturity. Colorful, tasty and nutritious harvests.

5366 Peppers, Roasting, “Corno di Toro Mix” Exclusive – Color-coded seeds for long, 8 to 12 inch, pointed and curved traditional Italian favorites. 
Includes bright yellow and red fruiting varieties with heavy sets of shiny fruits with thick, sweet flesh. 

5838 Pepper, Habanero, “Red Savina” Exclusive – Incendiary Red Savina is the hottest habanero known at 380,000 to 500,000 Scoville units. 
Along with brilliant red color and intense heat, fiery Red Savina has a tantalizing fruity flavor. 

3042 Pepper, Chile, “Classic Jalapeño” 
Organic, Heirloom

Heirloom variety offers abundant crops of versatile chiles for killer salsas or to add tasty heat to any dish. 
Harvest them either deep glossy-green or fully colored to red.

5350 Pepper, Container, “Pizza My Heart” Compact, early and prolific with thick-walled, cone-shaped 3 1/2 inch peppers. Crunchy and sweet with 
an occasional bit of mild spice. Delicious in salads, on top of pizza or grilled to succulence on the BBQ.

5881 Peppers, Baby, “Yummy Belles” Highly productive plants load up early with thick-walled, plump and juicy 3 to 4-inch mini peppers that 
ripen quickly to bright orange. Sweet and delicious for fast snacks, salads or grilling.

5359 Pepper, Mild Habanero Chile, “Suave” Exclusive – Enjoy Habaneros’ complex flavor without their incendiary heat. These orange and  red chiles 
have a delicious tropical fruitiness with a hint of citrus. Robust plants bear heavy crops.

5993 Pepper, Hungarian Paprika Spice, “Magyar” Exclusive – From Hungary, the true paprika pepper with early bearing, heavy harvests of 4 inch fruits.
Peppers are easy to dry and grind for your own richly-flavored sweet paprika spice.

5169 Peppers, Chile, “Southwestern Trio” Exclusive – A trio of the best chile flavors with three different heat levels. Mild aromatic Ancho “San Luis,” 
medium-heat Santa Fe-style “Joe Parker”and spicy Jalapeño “Sierra Fuego.”

5934 Pepper, “Spanish Padrón”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Gourmet gardeners will love these hard-to-find, authentic little peppers, for easy “pop in your 
mouth”delicious” Tapas”appetizers. Abundant tapered fruit on early, vigorous plants.

5171 Peppers, “Thai Chile Duo” Exclusive – Beautiful chiles for authentic Thai cooking. “Fogo”ripens bright orange with medium hot/sweet 
pungency. Fiery “Red Demon” has that nutty, incendiary flavor for the hottest dishes.

5079 Pumpkin, “Cinderella’s Carriage”
Heirloom

Glowing red-orange, these large and beautiful antique French pumpkins have a wonderful flattened shape 
with deep rounded lobes just like a fairy tale illustration.

5289 Pumpkin, Baby “Mini Jack” Easy to grow and reliable, these miniature baby pumpkins mature much earlier than their bigger cousins, 
with armfuls of 3 to 4 inch, deeply ribbed fruits. Welcome holiday decorations.
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5290 Pumpkins, “Holiday Mix” Exclusive – Grow two pumpkins with our color-coded seeds. Autumn Gold colors up early for beautiful 15 
to 22 lb. Jack O’Lanterns. Early 6 lb. Spookie sugar pumpkins are ideal for pies or carving.

3043 Pumpkin, “Rouge Vif d’Etampes” 
Organic, Heirloom

French heirloom: brilliantly flame-colored “Cinderella”pumpkins whose eye-catching color, lovely shape 
and long keeping ability makes them a premium holiday favorite.

3044 Pumpkin, Carving & Pie, “Spookie” 
Organic

Fast growing vines produce early, offering great yields of small and mid-sized pumpkins with rich sweet 
flesh. Great for carving Jack-O’-Lanterns and tasty holiday baking.

5828 Pumpkin, Giant “Wyatt’s Wonder” Exclusive – Gorgeous, globe-shaped, deeply lobed, rich orange giants. Developed especially for impressive 
size and beauty, this prize winner offers beautiful 70 to 150 lb. exhibition pumpkins.

5376 Radish, Round, “Crimson Crunch” Exclusive – Smooth and uniform, top-quality hybrid “Crimson Crunch”is an extra-fancy, globe-shaped, 
bright cherry-red radish with fine-textured, snow-white flesh. The vivid color and mild flavor keep well.

5760 Radish, “Easter Egg II Mix” Custom blend of vigorous, uniform radish varieties in a rainbow mixture of pretty shades with crispy, 
mild flesh. 

5994 Radish, Five Color “Garden Party” Exclusive – Grow a virtual rainbow of radishes with our appealing mix of white, purple, red, pink, and 
gold colored roots. All make crispy snacks and add flavor and crunch to salads and snacks. 

3086 Radish, “German Giant”
Organic, Heirloom

This traditional variety from Germany offers big cherry-red radishes, renowned for juicy, tender-crisp 
flesh and adaptability to a wide variety of conditions. Ready in no time.

3045 Radish, “Pink Beauty” 
Organic, Heirloom

Pretty and tasty heirloom with bright magenta-pink roots and pure white crispy flesh that makes them a 
treat to eat. Quick-growing and reliable in the garden.

5865 Radish, Round, “Pink Punch”
Heirloom

Bright and beautiful “Pink Punch” radishes mature quickly with an extravagant deep magenta color on 
the outside and crispy, juicy white flesh. Easy to grow and striking accents for salads/snacks.

5075 Radish, Breakfast, “Petit Dejeuner”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Imported French bicolor radishes in two shapes; smooth globe and slimly elongated. These 
crisp, uniform and succulent roots are ready to pull and enjoy in less than a month.

3015 Radish, “Red Planet” Organic Exclusive – Quick to mature, round red radishes with crispy, mild-tasting flesh. In and out of the garden in 
no time; grow several crops for salads and snacking.

5866 Radish, Novelty “Watermelon”
Heirloom

Unique Asian heirloom, also called “Beauty Heart,” produces large, 2 to 4 inch roots with pale green 
exteriors and lovely, rose-red colored mild flesh the same color as a ripe watermelon.

5080 Spinach, Baby Leaf, “Catalina” Exclusive – Tender, flat, deep green oval leaves with a delicate flavor perfect for spinach salads. Fast 
growing, heat-tolerant and extremely disease-resistant.

3004 Spinach, Baby, “Regiment” 
Organic

High-yielding plants with early harvests of tender, deep green leaves whose sweet and nutty flavor is 
perfect for scrumptious salads or quick cooking. Plants produce well throughout the season. 

3079 Spinach, Longstanding, “Gangbusters” 
Organic

Exclusive - Fast-growing and weather tolerant new spinach with juicy thick leaves and especially tasty 
mild sweet flavor. Pick individual leaves or cut whole plants over a long harvest season.

5327 Spinach, “Oriental Giant” Exclusive – Japanese hybrid with amazing vigor produces giant-sized, smooth, arrowhead-shaped 
leaves. Mild sweet flavor and crisp texture. Outstanding disease resistance.

5292 Spinach, “Summer Perfection” Exclusive – Long-standing, premium Dutch variety bred for a long harvest season and especially sweet 
flavor that stands up to early summer heat.

5910 Squash, “Climbing Trombetta”
Heirloom

Italian Heirloom - Climbing summer squash whose lime-green, trumpet-shaped fruits have a delicate, 
artichoke-like flavor. These pretty squash grow on heat-loving, luxuriant vines.

3047 Squash, Bush, “Yellow Scallop” 
Organic, Heirloom

Heirloom variety produces succulent and tender little buttercup-yellow scallop squash known for their 
delicate flavor on strong vines.

3022 Squash, Zucchini “Ortolana di Faenza” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Italian heirloom yields nicely shaped, light green fruits you’ll find meltingly tender, custardy 
and delicious—never watery or mushy. Early bearing vines with marbled leaves.

5078 Squash, “Summer Scallop Trio” Exclusive – Color-coded seeds for 3 different pattypan squashes whose pretty yellow, bright and dark 
green scallops will turn cartwheels in your harvest basket. 

5424 Squash, Dark Green, Zucchini “Raven” Exclusive – Dark-green, smooth-skinned, cylindrical hybrid fruits are especially tender-fleshed. Delicious 
flavor picked as little babies and larger. Abundant fruits are born high on bush style plants.

5111 Squash, Zucchini “Romanesco” Exclusive – Traditional style and flavor, offering high yields and disease resistance. This delicious Italian 
favorite has creamy sweet flesh, tender striped skin, and long-holding edible blossoms. 
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5364 Squash, Crookneck, “Supersett” Exclusive – Butter-yellow Supersett has fine-textured, creamy flesh and nutty flavor. This thin-skinned 
hybrid reliably out-yields older varieties. Abundant glossy fruit on disease-resistant plants. 

5182 Squash, Zucchini “Ronde de Nice”
Heirloom

These tasty round zucchinis have been French favorites for generations. Pretty little bright green squash 
to harvest as babies or grow up to 4 inches in diameter without losing flavor or quality.

3049 Squash, Zucchini, “Ronde de Nice” 
Organic, Heirloom

Centuries old French heirloom that is particularly vigorous, abundant and long-bearing. These round, 
pretty pastel-green zucchini are treasured for their especially rich flavor.

5434 Squash, Compact “Delicata & Butternut” Exclusive – “All-America”winning duo of the best space-saving varieties: super productive Early Butternut 
Bush with creamy-orange flesh and Bush Delicata with striped rinds and delicious flavor.

3048 Squash, Sweet Winter, “Delicata” 
Organic

Delicata is one of the sweetest hard-shelled squashes with a wonderful flavor reminiscent of nutty sweet 
potatoes. Early bearing vines produce strong yields of pretty striped fruits.

5996 Squash, Winter, Kabocha “Kurin” Exclusive – Kurin’s intensely orange flesh has a moist fluffy texture and truly outstanding nutty-sweet 
flavor. We think it is the most scrumptious of all long-keeping winter squash.

5878 Squash, Winter, “Honey Nut” Exclusive – Terrific ‘personal sized’ 4 to 5-inch butternuts, mature at about one pound each with 
exceptionally rich and nutty, sweet flavor. Space saving, mildew resistant vines twine easily.

3076 Squash, Winter, Baby “Honey Nut” 
Organic

Terrific personal sized 4 to 5 inch butternuts, about 1 lb. each with exceptionally rich, nutty, sweet flavor. 
Space saving, mildew resistant vines will twine and climb easily. 

5810 Squash, Zucchini “Tricolor Mix” Exclusive – Color-coded seeds enable gardeners to grow extra-fancy pastel green,  buttercup yellow and 
dark green zucchinis, all from one convenient packet.

5943 Squash, Zucchini, Container, “Astia” Exclusive – French bush variety, developed especially for containers and small space gardens. Compact 
squash vines are ornamental, early bearing & productive. Easy to harvest, glossy green fruits. 

5980 Squash, Zucchini, Mid-East, “Clarimore” Exclusive - Tender, distinctive pastel green squash have a unique creamy, succulent, texture and delicious 
nutty sweet flavor. Compact, heavy yielding and disease-resistant hybrid is widely adapted for all climates.

5422 Tomatillos, “Fiesta Duo”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Color-coded seeds for both heirloom purple-skinned tomatillos with small, sweet tangy fruits 
and green-skinned “Toma Verde”with crispy big fruits on strong vines. 

3023 Tomato, Bicolor, “Marvel Stripe” 
Organic, Heirloom

Heirloom with strong, climbing vines bearing large sunny-gold fruits shot through with rose red, giving 
them a beautiful marbleized effect. The flavor is mild, sweet and smooth.

3060 Tomato, “Black Krim” 
Organic, Heirloom

The big leafy vines of this favorite heirloom produce strong yields of heavy, slightly lobed, 
deep-purple/”black” fruits whose juicy, red flesh offers full, delicious old-fashioned tomato flavor.

5800 Tomato, “Crimson Carmello” Exclusive – Exquisite tasting, French hybrid tomatoes bred especially for fresh eating. Round, red, juicy 
fruits on tall, vigorous, disease-resistant, widely adapted vines.

3064 Tomato, Cherry, “Black Cherry”
Organic, Heirloom

Heirloom cherry tomato with a rich mahogany-purple color and sweetly complex flavor. The round 1-inch 
fruits grow in abundant heavy clusters on vigorous and fast-growing indeterminate plants.

5302 Tomato, Cherry, “Camp Joy”
Heirloom

Exclusive – This heirloom cherry offers full, well rounded tomato taste, not just sugar lump sweetness 
without depth of flavor. Strong growing vines reliably bear heavy clusters of luscious fruit.

5291 Tomato, Beefsteak, “Big Beef” Exclusive – These scrumptious giant slicers are our hands-down favorite, combining delicious full flavor, 
heavy yields, wide adaptability and superior disease resistance. 

5780 Tomatoes, Cherry, “Garden Candy” Exclusive – Color-coded seeds enable gardeners to grow three premium varieties of  mouthwatering gold, 
red and orange cherry tomatoes from one convenient packet. 

5423 Tomato, Orange Cherry, “Sungold” Hybrid. Heavy yields of rich-tasting, juicy orange fruits consistently offer exceptional quality and superb 
tomato flavor. Vigorous, early to bear, crack-resistant and resistant to both Fusarium and TMV. 

5880 Tomato, Cherry, “Sweet Gold” Exclusive – Glossy golden sweet cherries, perfect for fresh snacks, salads & stir fries grow effortlessly on 
sturdy indeterminate vines. Early bearing with heavy clusters of tasty fruits throughout summer.

5951 Tomatoes, Cherry, “Isis Candy” 
Heirloom 

Bicolor rose-red fruits with yellow-gold marbling have a delicious flavor that is wonderfully rich and fruity, 
not just sugary sweet. Strong productive vines. Consistent winner at heirloom tomato tastings.

3062 Tomato, “Chadwick’s Cherries” 
Organic, Heirloom

Climbing, heavily laden vines produce large size cherries with really rich, full tomato flavor. Heirloom 
favorite of Alan Chadwick, a true Grand Master of sustainable, organic techniques in the US.

5958 Tomato, Cherry, Container, “Litt’l Bites” Exclusive – Ultimate container variety bred for tough conditions. Cascading nonstop bite size tomatoes 
are truly delicious sweet morsels. Compact, early producing plants, 20 inches wide, 12 inches tall.
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3024 Tomato, Cherry, “Little Red Pear” 
Organic, Heirloom

Classic heirloom specialty. Vigorous vines load up with clusters of petite, pear-shaped, ruby red 
“minis.”Pleasant, mild flavor and real eye appeal. A favorite snack for kids of all ages.

5089 Tomato, “Chianti Rose”
Heirloom

Exclusive – Big, beautiful beefsteaks with fabulous flavor: a cross of traditional pink Brandywine and an 
unnamed Italian variety. More tolerant of cool summers; crack-resistant.

5979 Tomato, Container, Roma, “Inca Jewels” Exclusive - “Roma” style container tomatoes bred for extra-heavy yields on space-saving 3 ft. plants. 
Ideal for pots or small gardens. Plump fruits bursting with juicy flavor, delicious either fresh or for sauce.

5795 Tomatoes, “Rainbow’s End”
Heirloom

Exclusive – 3 different color-coded seeds for a rainbow of the best heirloom favorites—luscious 
Brandywine, amber-highlighted Green Zebra and big creamy bicolored Marvel Stripe.

3006 Tomato, “Red Brandywine” 
Organic, Heirloom

The nation’s favorite heirloom tomato! Vigorous vines with big, globe shaped, rosy red, tender fruits 
bursting with juicy flavor. Perfect to eat right off the vine or slice for sandwiches.

5942 Tomato, “Mandarin Cross” Exclusive – Beautiful golden-orange fruits with a wonderful creamy texture and mouthwatering sweet, 
even flavor finish. These productive indeterminate tomatoes ripen like jewels on strong vines.

3061 Tomato, Golden-Orange “Tangerine” 
Organic, Heirloom

High-yielding heirloom produces glowing orange slicing tomatoes, juicy and heavy for their size, with mild, 
sweet flavor and creamy texture. Tall, sturdy vines have a long productive season.

5790 Tomato, Plum “Italian Pompeii” Exclusive – Tall and productive Italian hybrid vining variety, loads up early with heavy harvests of meaty, 
rich-flavored plum tomatoes for fresh eating or sauce.

3080 Tomato, Sauce, “Italian San Marzano” 
Organic

The Real Thing! Treasured old Italian variety whose reliable heavy yields of plump, elongated fruit taste 
great fresh picked and also stand out for cooking into rich, thick sauce.

5421 Tomatoes, Heirloom, “Summer Feast” Exclusive – A colorful trio of treasured heirlooms: “Black Krim,” the most delicious of the black tomatoes; 
meaty, glowing-orange “Sweet Persimmon;” lobed and deep-red traditional “Italian Costoluto.”

3063 Tomato, Early/Container, “Stupice” 
Organic, Heirloom

Early bearing, cold tolerant variety with richly flavored fruits on short vines. Great tasting and perfect for 
container growing or in small space gardens. Originally from the Czech Republic.

5978 Tomato, Grape, Italian, “Pandorino” Exclusive - High yielding Italian grape tomato offers cascading clusters of juicy sweet fruits all summer 
long with wonderful full tomato flavor. Extremely disease-resistant and widely adapted vines.

5326 Tomato, Container, “Super Bush” Exclusive – This scrumptious hybrid is specially bred for high yields of heavy fruits with juicy-sweet, rich 
tomato flavor on space-saving 3 foot plants. Perfect for pots and patio containers. 

5083 Tomatoes, “Red & Yellow Mini Pear”
Heirloom

Exclusive – An old-fashioned treat - color-coded seeds for plants of both red and yellow tiny pear-shaped 
tomatoes that ripen like sweet drops of flavor in luscious long clusters.

5884 Turnips, Baby, Japanese “Mikado” Easy to grow, pretty little globe-shaped roots have crisp, pearly-white flesh, fine texture and mild flavor. 
Tasty, nutritious tops make fine cooked greens. Plant in both spring and fall.

3051 Watermelon, “Moon & Stars” 
Organic, Heirloom

Wonderful heirloom with big, round to oval, dark green fruits, overlaid with markings of yellow moons on a 
field of tiny gold stars. Leaves are also splashed with stars. Juicy-sweet, pink flesh.

3052 Watermelon, Icebox, “Doll Babies” 
Organic, Heirloom

Exclusive – Our mix of small, crispy-sweet, heirloom “ice box”watermelons with either pinkish red or 
yellow flesh. Vines are strong growers with tough, crack resistant rinds.

5144 Watermelon Trio, “Rainbow Sherbet” Exclusive – Three-in-one packet of extra-fancy “icebox”watermelons with delicious orange, yellow or 
pink flesh. Widely adapted early 4 to 7 pound hybrids with sweet, crispy fruit.

         HERBS FOR ALL THE SENSES

5450 Arugula, Italian 
Heirloom (Eruca sativa)

Tasty tangy leaves with a nutty zip are easy to grow, carefree and absolutely essential for today’s salads.

3025 Arugula, “True Italian” 
Organic, Heirloom (Eruca sativa)

Easy and fast growing salad plant whose fresh peppery leaves add real zip and a tangy flavor that shines 
in salads and sandwiches. Pretty, edible blossoms attract pollinators.

5228 Arugula, Serrated, “Runway” 
Heirloom (Eruca sativa)

This outstanding arugula selection is distinguished by very attractive, deeply lobed, oakleaf-shaped 
leaves. In our garden trials, handsome “Runway” tastes deliciously tangy.

5452 Arugula, Salad, “Runway”
Heirloom (Diplotaxis tenuifolia)

Imported from Italy, very finely cut, deeply indented green leaves and edible blossoms. Holds much longer 
than regular arugula, with same tangy flavor. Perennial in mild climates.

3016 Arugula, “Rustic Style” 
Organic, Heirloom (Diplotaxis tenuifolia)

Italian heirloom forms rosettes of deeply indented leaves with a piquant, tangy flavor. Great in salads, 
pizza or pasta. Lasts longer than common arugula. Pretty, edible yellow blossoms.
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5953  Arugula, “Wasabi” 
(Diplotaxis erucoides)

Exclusive – New and unique wild arugula, with leaves that have an incredibly delicious, spicy flavor 
exactly like freshly made wasabi paste. Easy to grow and more weather tolerant than other arugulas.

5969 Basil, Bolognese “Aurelia”  
Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum)

Exclusive – A specialty from the Bologna region in Italy. Large shiny green leaves on fast-growing 
branching plants. Wonderful for pesto, pizza, vegetables and of course essential in Spaghetti Bolognese!

3008 Basil, “Italian Genovese” 
Organic, Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum)

Authentic Italian heirloom variety for perfect pesto, tomato dishes, pasta and more. Produces abundant, 
intensely fragrant, richly flavored glossy-green leaves on branching, productive plants.

5455 Basil, “Italian Pesto” 
Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum)

Exclusive – Our imported Italian basil offers luscious harvests of especially glossy dark green leaves with 
full-bodied zesty flavor for really authentic homemade pesto sauce.

5459 Basil, Mini “Windowbox” 
Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum)

Truly a bonsai basil with compact, neat 6 to 8 inch, umbrella-shaped plants covered with little 1⁄2 inch 
leaves bursting with flavor and fragrance.

1070 Basil, “Profuma di Genova” 
(Ocimum basilicum)

Exclusive – This Italian import is bred for pure bright basil flavor without minty/clove overtones. European 
greengrocers’ choice with compact shape and excellent disease resistance. 

3067 Basil, “Purple Opal” 
Organic, Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum)

Excellent heirloom strain with beautiful garnet-purple leaves & pink flowers. Equally at home in vegetable, 
herb or ornamental flowerbeds & borders. A fragrant & striking addition for bouquets. 

5416 Basil, Container, “Italian Cameo”
(Ocimum basilicum)

Exclusive – From our best Italian breeder. Easy growing and fragrant “Cameo” has closely packed, 
luscious big leaves and a compact 6 to 8 inch habit. Perfect for containers or edging garden beds. 

3026 Basil, Container, “Spicy Globe” 
Organic, Heirloom  (Ocimum basilicum)

Heirloom variety with deliciously aromatic little leaves, perfect for containers, window boxes or edging a 
flower border. Plants form neat 6 to 9 inch umbrella-shaped leafy canopies.

5081 Basil, “Mrs. Burns’ Lemon” 
Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum citriodora)

The very best lemon basil with strong growing plants, lush leaves and a sweet lemony flavor bouquet. 
Gives everyday cooking a special lift.

5254 Basil, “Scented Trio” 
Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum spp.)

Exclusive – Our richly aromatic mix of perfumed cinnamon basil, citrus-scented lemon basil and 
garnet-colored basil. This trio of beautiful herbs adds color and scent to beds and borders.

5457 Basil, “Salad Leaf” 
Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum)

Our imported lettuce leaf strain with huge crinkly 4 inch leaves. Perfect to add delicious flavor anywhere 
you crave a mild, buttery basil accent.  

5456 Basil, “Sweet Green” 
Heirloom (Ocimum basilicum)

Carefully selected, vigorous, aromatic green basil strain with rich spicy-sweet flavor that blends well with 
all other herbs and enhances everyday cooking.

5836 Basil, True Thai “Queenette” 
(Ocimum basilicum)

Exclusive – Imported directly from Thailand. Tropical-looking ornamental basil with dense 1-1/2 inch 
leaves around purple stems. Aromatic, mild sweet spices with clove/mint basil flavor. 

5286 Borage, Blue 
Heirloom (Borago officinalis)

This easy to grow flowering herb has clusters of little sky-blue starry blossoms and fuzzy silvery-green 
leaves. Pollinators love Borage. The dainty blossoms make pretty edible garnishes and decorations.

3001 Cat Grass Mix, “Kitty Queen’s” 
Organic

Our perfect blend of fast, easy to grow vitamin-rich grasses. Equal parts: rye, oats, barley and wheat. Cats 
(and pet rabbits and birds) naturally crave and enjoy these snacks. Perfect in pots.

5316 Cat Treats, Gourmet “Mixed Greens” Exclusive – Our fancy blend of organically grown grasses (equal parts rye, oats, barley, wheat) is tender, 
sweet and sure to please cat owners. Multiple sowings from extra ample packets.

5110 Catmint, Landscaping Ornamental 
Heirloom (Nepeta mussinii)

This lacy landscape herb has mounds of aromatic gray-green leaves covered with a haze of shimmering 
lavender-blue flower spikes. Pleases cats and makes a beautiful spreading groundcover.

5926 Celery, Seasoning, “Amsterdam” 
Heirloom (Apium graveolens)

A continental favorite resembling Italian parsley. Grown for its sprays of glossy green, intensely 
celery-flavored leaves; it does not form thick stalks. Adds a rich, mellow undercurrent to cooked dishes.

5225 Chamomile, “Bodegold” 
Heirloom (Matricaria recutita)

Especially uniform, early-blooming German variety with superior pineapple-scented blossoms. Easy to 
harvest and air-dry for a well-loved soothing herbal tea.

5092 Chervil, “Fancy French” 
Heirloom (Anthriscus cerefolium)

Exclusive – Finely cut, feathery leaves with a delicate flavor reminiscent of tarragon. Delicious in salads, 
or to finish sauces and soups. Classic in French cuisine.

3033 Chives, “Culinary” 
Organic, Heirloom (Allium schoenoprasum)

Easy to grow heirloom. Mounding strappy leaves with mild onion flavor that adds pizzazz to salads and 
complements vegetables and eggs. Pretty lilac blossoms attract butterflies. Perennial.

5470 Chives, “Fine Leaf” 
Heirloom (Allium schoenoprasum)

Tender and succulent imported “Fine Leaf Chives” keep their slender shape and don’t get coarse with 
age. Edible lilac-pink blossoms have a mild, sweet flavor.

5472 Chives, Garlic 
Heirloom (Allium tuberosum)

Slim, 9 to 12 inch, strappy leaves with a delicious mild garlicky flavor married with the sweet onion accent 
of chives. Hardy, mounding plants sport edible white blossoms in early summer.
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3087 Chives, Garlic 
Organic, Heirloom (Allium tuberosum)

Slim, strappy leaves with the flavor of both garlic and chive. Snip over salads, eggs or savory dishes to 
add a subtle garlic accent. Neat mounding plants with pretty edible blossoms.

3011 Cilantro 
Organic, Heirloom (Coriandrum sativum)

Quick growing heirloom whose lacy leaves and spicy-sharp taste boosts the flavor in many dishes and is 
a critical addition to salsa. Blossoms attract pollinators. Now America’s most popular herb!

5475 Cilantro, “Slow-bolt” 
(Coriandrum sativum)

Deliciously spicy, pungent, bright green leaves essential for Mexican and Asian dishes. Our slow-bolt 
strain holds better than any other at the leaf stage.

5970 Cilantro, Vietnamese, “Bac Lieu”   
Heirloom (Coriandrum sativum)

Exclusive – The flavor of fast-growing “Bac Lieu Cilantro” is like a mild, delicate cilantro with an extra 
citrus twist. Plants resemble regular cilantro but foliage is topped with finely cut, frilly leaves.

3012 Dill, “Leafy Diana” 
Organic, Heirloom (Anethum graveolens)

Heirloom dill’s feathery blue-green leaves have a fine aromatic scent that is delicious in salads, eggs, 
potatoes or rice. Blossoms bring butterflies to the garden.

5480 Dill, Long-Standing, “Dukat” 
(Anethum graveolens)

Sweet-tasting, imported Danish dill produces an abundance of finely cut blue-green leaves that hold for 
fresh use longer than other varieties. Wonderful fresh or use for pickling.

5235 Fennel, “Smokey Bronze” 
Heirloom (Foeniculum vulgare var.)

Lovely tall fronds of copper-bronze, ferny foliage. Highly ornamental, with great tasting leaves and seeds 
used for tea. Plants are attractive to butterflies and pollinators. 

5867 Hibiscus, Tea, “Zinger” 
Heirloom (Hibiscus sabdariffa)

Once its pretty blossoms are spent, just pick and air-dry the teardrop-shaped flower calyxes for delicious 
ruby-colored herbal tea with a floral, berry aroma and well-balanced, cranberry-like flavor. 

5832 Lavender, Container “French Perfume” 
(Lavendula angustifolia)

Exclusive – New, award-winning container lavender is low growing, intensely fragrant and hardy. 
Produces lovely, uniform, softly vase-shaped plants 12 inches tall. Blooms first year from seed.

5844 Lavender, Container, “White Ice” 
(Lavendula angustifolia)

Exclusive – Hardy, compact, softly vase-shaped plants that flower the first season. Abundant white flower 
bracts have an especially sweet, clear scent. Award-winning Dutch breeding.

5500 Lavender, “Hidcote” 
Heirloom (Lavendula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’)

Easily grown from seed, with deep purple, richly scented velvety flower spikes and narrow silvery foliage, 
in the best English tradition. Good butterfly plants. 

5026 Lavender, English “Munstead” 
Heirloom (Lavendula angustifolia ‘Munstead’)

Exclusive – True Lavendula vera, named for the estate of Gertrude Jekyll, famous British garden designer. 
The graceful lavender-blue flower spikes have an especially sweet fragrance.

5032 Lavender, Spanish “Purple Ribbons” 
Heirloom (Lavendula stoechas)

Exclusive – Silver-gray, drought tolerant foliage is covered with a multitude of plump oblong flower bracts 
topped with bright lavender petals. These tough plants take unrelenting heat and sun.

5361 Lavender, Multifida, “Fernleaf” 
Heirloom (Lavandula multifida)

Exclusive – Deeply lobed, fern-like silvery foliage with blue-violet trident-form flowers. Easily grown from 
seed, this first year flowering perennial blooms all summer and attracts butterflies. 

5285 Marjoram, Sweet 
Heirloom (Origanum majorana)

The leafy green sprigs of this mounding Mediterranean herb have a complex sweet pungency. A versatile 
kitchen companion for a wide range of everyday cooking.

5945 Oregano, Italian
Heirloom (Origanum heracleoticum)

Exclusive – Special aromatic oregano from a traditional Italian grower. Hardy perennial forms cascading 
mounds of zesty little leaves with purple blossoms. An ornamental and tasty kitchen garden essential.

5485 Oregano, “True Greek” 
Heirloom (Origanum heracleoticum)

The robust, intense zesty flavor we all crave for authentic Mediterranean cooking. Aromatic little leaves 
cascade on low growing, easy-care plants.

3014 Oregano, “White Blossom Greek” 
Organic, Heirloom (Origanum heracleoticum)

Hardy heirloom plants grow easily into mounds of pungent little blue-green leaves that enhance flavors in 
many dishes; the “pizza herb” so essential for Mediterranean cooking. Perennial.

5490 Parsley, “Italian Gigante” 
Heirloom (Petroselinum crispum)

Exclusive – Imported heirloom with very large, glossy flat leaves and exceptionally sweet, mellow flavor. 
Wonderful for salads and in just about everything you cook.

3021 Parsley, “Italian Large Leaf” 
Organic, Heirloom (Petroselinum crispum)

All-purpose heirloom to harvest liberally for its glossy, deep green leaves and sweet, full flavor. These 
tasty and nutritious leaves are a kitchen garden essential to enhance every day cooking.

5090 Parsley, “Sweet Curly” 
Heirloom (Petroselinum crispum)

Handsome plumes of beautifully green, double-curled leaves from our best French supplier. This vigorous 
grower is especially sweet and nutty tasting without harsh metallic overtones.

3039 Parsley, “Triple Curled” 
Organic, Heirloom (Petroselinum crispum)

Ornamental heirloom plants with sprays of bright green, densely curled leaves on strong stems held well 
above the ground. A nutritious flavor accent.

5495 Poppy, Heirloom “Hungarian Breadseed” 
Heirloom (Papaver spp.)

Exclusive – Eye-catching Eastern European heirloom with luminous flowers followed by urn-shaped 
decorative pods filled with tasty, blue-black seeds.

5365 Poppy, “Heirloom Pepperbox”
Heirloom (Papaver spp.)

These heirlooms offer glorious flowers, then decorative pods and nutty-tasting seeds, all from the same 
ornamental plants. Gray-green foliage; nodding blossoms in purple, deep-red and pale lilac-pink. 
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5159 Rosemary, French Culinary 
Heirloom (Rosmarinus officinalis)

Exclusive – The strong but subtle piney-mint flavor of Rosemary is a classic culinary seasoning. Aromatic 
shrub with needle-like, gray-green leaves. Good strain to grow from seed.

3046 Sage, “Culinary” 
Organic, Heirloom (Salvia officianalis)

Handsome heirloom plants with soft and pretty blue-green leaves and flowers that butterflies love to visit. 
Traditional herb for holiday cooking and great with winter squash and pork dishes. Perennial.

5067 Sage, Italian “Aromatic” 
Heirloom (Salvia officianalis)

Exclusive – Our find from Italy! This improved culinary selection has highly aromatic leaves and long soft 
purple spikes of bloom. Invites hummingbirds.

5946 Spearmint, Italian
Heirloom (Menta spicata)

Exclusive – Our true spearmint, an old Italian selection, has highly scented, brightly green serrated leaves 
whose sweet minty perfume accents but doesn’t overpower. The best tasting mint from seed.

5036 Strawberry, Alpine “Mignonette” 
Heirloom (Fragaria vesca)

Exclusive – French delicacy. This improved variety of easy to grow, compact perennial plants with dainty 
leaves produces sweet little pointed berries to savor all summer long. 

5875 Strawberry, Alpine, “Pineapple” 
Heirloom (Fragaria vesca)

Exclusive – Plump 1-inch pointed pastel yellow berries with the aroma of pineapple and rose. Mounding 
perennial plants are rugged, easy to grow and don’t set runners. Produces first year. 

5507 Thyme, Creeping 
Heirloom (Thymus pulegioides)

Showy, dark-green petite rounded leaves form a 3 inch tall, scented carpet with bright pink flowers. 
Wonderful aromatic sweet thyme fragrance. Great to fill in bare areas or stepping stones.

3050 Thyme, English 
Organic, Heirloom (Thymus vulgaris)

Easy to grow heirloom garden staple with mounds of cascading tiny aromatic leaves. A basic herb for all 
Mediterranean cuisines with a wide range of uses in the kitchen. Perennial.

5505 Thyme, French Culinary 
Heirloom (Thymus vulgaris)

Intensely aromatic, the tiny gray-green leaves of true French thyme are indispensable in today’s kitchen 
garden. A sturdy, disease-free, beginner’s herb. 

5525 Watercress, English 
Heirloom (Nasturtium officianalis)

Classic, peppery-tasting leaves to accent salads, eggs and sandwiches. Strong germinating, 
high-vitality seed.

       COTTAGE GARDEN FLOWERS

5179 Agrostemma, “Pink & Purple Contessa” 
Heirloom (Agrostemma githago)

Exclusive – Satiny, fluted blossoms of lavender-rose and shell-pink float above grassy foliage. These 
beloved cottage garden flowers bloom strongly all spring in a wave of shimmering color.

5195 Alyssum, Mix, “Gulf Winds” 
(Lobularia maritima)

Exclusive – New English variety whose tiny flower clusters quickly form a low tapestry of soft rose, pink, 
violet, lavender and white. Their honey-scented nectar is a butterfly magnet.

5847 Alyssum, “Summer Peaches” 
(Lobularia maritima)

Exclusive – New alyssum color from skilled Dutch breeders in soft peachy tones. Fragrant tiny blossom 
clusters form a ground-covering pastel tapestry. Easy to grow, fast to bloom. 

5850 Alyssum, Mix, “Summer Romance” 
(Lobularia maritima)

Fast growing mix of honey-scented blossom clusters that cloak the ground in a fragrant tapestry of 
lavender, violet, rose-pink and white. Attracts butterflies/pollinators/beneficials. 

5134 Amaranth, “Cinco de Mayo” 
Heirloom (Amaranthus tricolor)

Exclusive – A celebration of brilliant color for excitement in every garden. Easy to grow spectacular 
foliage in electric yellow, scarlet-orange, magenta and multicolor pinwheels. 

5005 Asclepias, “Bright Wings” 
(Asclepias currasavica)

Exclusive – Midsummer bloomer has bright clusters of blossoms in sunset colors. Butterflies eagerly visit 
these vivid flowers. Reliable hot weather lover and fine cut flower.

5064 Bells of Ireland, “Apple Green” 
Heirloom (Moluccella laevis)

Unique, eye-catching branching spikes cloaked in shell-like blossoms the same soft green shade as 
Granny Smith apples. Their form and color sets off all other flowers.

5125 Bishop’s Lace, White 
Heirloom (Ammi majus)

Our cut flower strain of huge, filigreed snow-white blossoms on graceful long stems; a necessary 
component for exquisite summer bouquets. 

5062 Calendula, “Flashback” 
Heirloom (Calendula officinalis)

Exclusive – These early blooming, semi-double cutting flowers in gold, peach, apricot, and orange have 
petals backed in red or maroon. Can also be used for making cosmetics and soothing salve. 

5966 Calendula, “Orange & Lemon Twist” 
(Calendula officinalis)

Exclusive – Easy to grow, big daisy-like flowers in a delicious color combo of bright orange and sunny, 
golden yellow. Beacons for butterflies and pollinators. Fabulous garden performance, nonstop bloom.

5162 Cardinal Climber Vine 
Heirloom (Ipomoea x multifida)

This tropical-looking, heat-loving flowering vine provides a beautiful vertical garden display. Clusters of 
1-1/2 inch crimson flowers are dainty drinking fountains that welcome hummingbirds.

5137 Carnation “Enfant de Nice” 
Heirloom (Dianthus caryophyllus)

Exclusive – Romantic favorites for centuries, these old-fashioned carnations have an intoxicating spicy 
clove perfume and ruffled double blossoms in soft colors, some with picotee patterns.

5322 “Cathedral Bells” Vine
Heirloom (Cobaea scandens)

This beautiful climber has blossoms like slender teacups sitting on dainty saucer-like calyxes. The 2 inch 
bells turn from pale green to rose-violet. Blooms for weeks beginning midsummer.
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5159 Rosemary, French Culinary 
Heirloom (Rosmarinus officinalis)

Exclusive – The strong but subtle piney-mint flavor of Rosemary is a classic culinary seasoning. Aromatic 
shrub with needle-like, gray-green leaves. Good strain to grow from seed.

3046 Sage, “Culinary” 
Organic, Heirloom (Salvia officianalis)

Handsome heirloom plants with soft and pretty blue-green leaves and flowers that butterflies love to visit. 
Traditional herb for holiday cooking and great with winter squash and pork dishes. Perennial.

5067 Sage, Italian “Aromatic” 
Heirloom (Salvia officianalis)

Exclusive – Our find from Italy! This improved culinary selection has highly aromatic leaves and long soft 
purple spikes of bloom. Invites hummingbirds.

5946 Spearmint, Italian
Heirloom (Menta spicata)

Exclusive – Our true spearmint, an old Italian selection, has highly scented, brightly green serrated leaves 
whose sweet minty perfume accents but doesn’t overpower. The best tasting mint from seed.

5036 Strawberry, Alpine “Mignonette” 
Heirloom (Fragaria vesca)

Exclusive – French delicacy. This improved variety of easy to grow, compact perennial plants with dainty 
leaves produces sweet little pointed berries to savor all summer long. 

5875 Strawberry, Alpine, “Pineapple” 
Heirloom (Fragaria vesca)

Exclusive – Plump 1-inch pointed pastel yellow berries with the aroma of pineapple and rose. Mounding 
perennial plants are rugged, easy to grow and don’t set runners. Produces first year. 

5507 Thyme, Creeping 
Heirloom (Thymus pulegioides)

Showy, dark-green petite rounded leaves form a 3 inch tall, scented carpet with bright pink flowers. 
Wonderful aromatic sweet thyme fragrance. Great to fill in bare areas or stepping stones.

3050 Thyme, English 
Organic, Heirloom (Thymus vulgaris)

Easy to grow heirloom garden staple with mounds of cascading tiny aromatic leaves. A basic herb for all 
Mediterranean cuisines with a wide range of uses in the kitchen. Perennial.

5505 Thyme, French Culinary 
Heirloom (Thymus vulgaris)

Intensely aromatic, the tiny gray-green leaves of true French thyme are indispensable in today’s kitchen 
garden. A sturdy, disease-free, beginner’s herb. 

5525 Watercress, English 
Heirloom (Nasturtium officianalis)

Classic, peppery-tasting leaves to accent salads, eggs and sandwiches. Strong germinating, 
high-vitality seed.

       COTTAGE GARDEN FLOWERS

5179 Agrostemma, “Pink & Purple Contessa” 
Heirloom (Agrostemma githago)

Exclusive – Satiny, fluted blossoms of lavender-rose and shell-pink float above grassy foliage. These 
beloved cottage garden flowers bloom strongly all spring in a wave of shimmering color.

5195 Alyssum, Mix, “Gulf Winds” 
(Lobularia maritima)

Exclusive – New English variety whose tiny flower clusters quickly form a low tapestry of soft rose, pink, 
violet, lavender and white. Their honey-scented nectar is a butterfly magnet.

5847 Alyssum, “Summer Peaches” 
(Lobularia maritima)

Exclusive – New alyssum color from skilled Dutch breeders in soft peachy tones. Fragrant tiny blossom 
clusters form a ground-covering pastel tapestry. Easy to grow, fast to bloom. 

5850 Alyssum, Mix, “Summer Romance” 
(Lobularia maritima)

Fast growing mix of honey-scented blossom clusters that cloak the ground in a fragrant tapestry of 
lavender, violet, rose-pink and white. Attracts butterflies/pollinators/beneficials. 

5134 Amaranth, “Cinco de Mayo” 
Heirloom (Amaranthus tricolor)

Exclusive – A celebration of brilliant color for excitement in every garden. Easy to grow spectacular 
foliage in electric yellow, scarlet-orange, magenta and multicolor pinwheels. 

5005 Asclepias, “Bright Wings” 
(Asclepias currasavica)

Exclusive – Midsummer bloomer has bright clusters of blossoms in sunset colors. Butterflies eagerly visit 
these vivid flowers. Reliable hot weather lover and fine cut flower.

5064 Bells of Ireland, “Apple Green” 
Heirloom (Moluccella laevis)

Unique, eye-catching branching spikes cloaked in shell-like blossoms the same soft green shade as 
Granny Smith apples. Their form and color sets off all other flowers.

5125 Bishop’s Lace, White 
Heirloom (Ammi majus)

Our cut flower strain of huge, filigreed snow-white blossoms on graceful long stems; a necessary 
component for exquisite summer bouquets. 

5062 Calendula, “Flashback” 
Heirloom (Calendula officinalis)

Exclusive – These early blooming, semi-double cutting flowers in gold, peach, apricot, and orange have 
petals backed in red or maroon. Can also be used for making cosmetics and soothing salve. 

5966 Calendula, “Orange & Lemon Twist” 
(Calendula officinalis)

Exclusive – Easy to grow, big daisy-like flowers in a delicious color combo of bright orange and sunny, 
golden yellow. Beacons for butterflies and pollinators. Fabulous garden performance, nonstop bloom.

5162 Cardinal Climber Vine 
Heirloom (Ipomoea x multifida)

This tropical-looking, heat-loving flowering vine provides a beautiful vertical garden display. Clusters of 
1-1/2 inch crimson flowers are dainty drinking fountains that welcome hummingbirds.

5137 Carnation “Enfant de Nice” 
Heirloom (Dianthus caryophyllus)

Exclusive – Romantic favorites for centuries, these old-fashioned carnations have an intoxicating spicy 
clove perfume and ruffled double blossoms in soft colors, some with picotee patterns.

5322 “Cathedral Bells” Vine
Heirloom (Cobaea scandens)

This beautiful climber has blossoms like slender teacups sitting on dainty saucer-like calyxes. The 2 inch 
bells turn from pale green to rose-violet. Blooms for weeks beginning midsummer.
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5099 Cerinthe, “Pride of Gibraltar” 
Heirloom (Cerinthe major atropurpurea)

Exclusive – In vogue in plant lovers’ circles, this fascinating annual’s indigo-violet flowers dangle 
gracefully from bronzy-blue bracts above succulent rounded leaves. 

5283 Clarkia, “Mountain Garland” 
Heirloom (Clarkia elegans)

Carefree, widely adapted, native wildflowers whose multiple flower stems are covered with ruffled 
ribbons of small blossoms shaped like tiny informal roses in a myriad of soft colors. 

5129 Cleome, Heirloom, “Color Fountains” 
Heirloom (Cleome spinosa)

Tall striking plants crowned with flower clusters of pale pink, white and rose-violet. Unique blossoms with 
spidery stamens are favorites of hummingbirds.

5174 Columbine, “Mrs. Scott Elliot” 
Heirloom (Aquilegia coerulea)

Exclusive – Intricate flowers with especially long, graceful spurs dance in beautiful combinations of color 
above lacy scalloped foliage. Elegant beauties imported from France. Hummingbird favorites. 

5997 Cornflower “Fourth Of July” Mix
(Centaurea cyanus)

Exclusive – A mix of electric blue, red and snowy-white cornflowers (a.k.a. bachelor buttons) whose frilly 
thistle-shaped blossoms light up late spring/early summer beds. Attracts pollinating bees and butterflies.

5288 Cornflower “Blue Boy” 
Heirloom (Centaurea cyanus)

Classic heirloom flowers with thistle-shaped, brilliant blue blossoms. Spring-blooming “Blue Boy” makes 
a stunning cottage garden display perfect for old-fashioned bouquets.

5058 Cosmos, “Dancing Petticoats” 
Heirloom (Cosmos bipinnatus)

Exclusive – Our cut flower cosmos mix includes the prettiest specialties: unique, quill-petaled “Seashells,” 
semi-double ruffled “Psyche,” and vigorous tetraploid “Versailles” in a luscious array of colors.

5839 Cosmos, “Double Click” 
(Cosmos bipinnatus)

Bred in France for cutting. Lovely semi and double large frilly blossoms in rosy-red, pink, blush and white, 
all with sunny gold centers. Long stems and nonstop flowers perfect for bouquets. 

5920 Cosmos, Double, “Rose Bon Bon” 
(Cosmos bipinnatus)

Extra fancy, uniformly double blossoms packed with frilled petals in a rich romantic rose. This exceptionally 
beautiful and care-free new cosmos produces 3 inch flowers that bloom non-stop.

5056 Cosmos, “Little Ladybirds” 
Heirloom (Cosmos sulphureus)

Jaunty, sparkling semi-double flowers, in warm sunny Crayola colors on short open branching plants, 
perfect for containers or borders. Butterflies adore them.

5055 Cosmos, Knee-High “Sonata” 
(Cosmos bipinnatus)

Award-winning, compact knee-high variety that blooms non-stop all summer in magenta, white, pink and 
rose with dark eyes. 

5048 Cosmos, Knee-High “Snow Sonata” 
(Cosmos bipinnatus)

Exclusive – Compact, knee-high, pure white cosmos for clouds of daisy-shaped satin blossoms that cover 
the feathery plants like a snowdrift. Stunning for pathways or containers.

5829 Cosmos, Specialty “White Seashells” 
Heirloom (Cosmos bipinnatus)

Exclusive – Beautiful, fluted, snow-white cosmos flowers with rolled seashell-like rays around sunny 
centers offer a three-dimensional effect. Blossoms dance nonstop above lacy foliage. Easy Care.

5037 Cypress Vine, “Maiden’s Feather” 
Heirloom (Quamoclit pennata)

Hard to find, heat-loving climber whose star-shaped petite flowers in rose, white, pale pink and scarlet 
highlight a tracery of foliage. Invites hummingbirds.

5851 Dahlia, Dwarf, “Watercolors” 
Heirloom (Dahlia variabilis)

Exclusive – Lovely decorative 1-1/2 ft. dahlias with silky double flowers in luminous shades of rose-coral, 
apricot, soft salmon, buttercream and lilac. Perfect in pots or borders. 

5870 Daisy, “ Fragrant Chocolate”
Heirloom (Berlandiera lyrata)

This cheerful, deer resistant native wildflower has a tantalizing chocolate scent that perfumes the 
sunshine with a continuous show of deliciously fragrant butter-yellow little blossoms all season long.  

5346 Delphinium, Spray, “Blue Mirror” 
(Delphinium grandiflora)

Exclusive – Compact 2 foot lacy plants whose foliage is literally covered in sprays of intensely ultra 
marine-blue little trumpet-shaped florets. Hummingbirds adore Blue Mirror’s nectar and visit often.

5872 Dianthus, “Lace Perfume” 
(Dianthus hybridus)

Exclusive – New, highly fragrant dianthus with dainty laced and fringed blossoms that look like softly 
colored snowflakes. Heady, spicy/sweet clove-like perfume. Sturdy plants grow 18 inches tall. 

5873 Echinacea, “Paradise Mix” 
(Echinacea purpurea)

Exclusive – Complete blend of newest forms and colors of this long-lived perennial. Harmonious blend of 
rosy-purple, apricot, yellow, orange and cream. Butterfly beacons to enchant every summer season. 

5220 Echinacea Purpurea, “Starlight” 
(Echinacea purpurea)

Striking German selection of this long-lasting perennial. Flowers have a skirt of vibrant carmine-rose 
petals around burnt-orange centers. Used therapeutically to ward off colds and flu.

5441 Fairy Garden Mix Special Seed Blend Exclusive – Fairies adore flowers! Here is an easy to grow mix of short, delicate, annual flowers in soft 
colors to plant a fairy garden where these magical sprites can frolic and delight the imagination.

5230 Feverfew, Double, “White Wonder” 
Heirloom (Chrysanthemum parthenium)

Easy to grow, snow-white semi-double blossom clusters on vigorous plants that bloom all summer. Good 
medicinal quality and lovely long-blooming bouquet filler or everlasting flower.

5095 Forget-Me-Nots, “Azure Bluebirds” 
Heirloom (Myosotis oblongata)

Exclusive – Delicate-looking but actually easy to grow, the vibrant sky blue of these profuse spring 
bloomers is truly unforgettable. Gardeners have a soft spot for this nostalgic flower.

5133 Four O’Clocks “Teatime” 
Heirloom (Mirabilis jalapa)

Easily grown, multi-branching plants with starry 2 inch flowers in vivid colors that open fresh every 
afternoon, releasing a delicious light perfume.
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5923 Four O’Clocks, “Broken Colors” 
Heirloom (Mirabilis jalapa)

A special variety whose starry 2 inch blossoms are beautifully splashed with showy contrasting colors. 
Their delicious jasmine fragrance floats on summer breezes. Easy to grow and reliable.

5998 Four O’Clocks,”Scented Peach Sunset” 
Heirloom (Mirabilis jalapa)

Multi-branching plants with starry, trumpet-shaped blossoms the color of ripe peaches. Enjoy the 2 inch 
blossoms’ delicious light Jasmine-like perfume just when other flowers begin to languish in the heat.

5047 Foxglove, “Apricot Faerie Queen” 
Heirloom (Digitalis purpurea)

Exclusive – Elegant cottage garden favorites for light shade. The tall graceful spires are draped with 
elongated bells in a new creamy soft apricot shade with delicately speckled throats. Biennial.

5965 Foxglove, “Freckled Rose Princess” 
(Digitalis hybrida)

Exclusive – This new hybrid has exceptional garden performance and blooms longer than any other foxglove. 
Hummingbirds adore these tall spires of densely packed raspberry-rose flowers.

5180 Globe Amaranth, “Mardi Gras” 
Heirloom (Amaranthus tricolor)

Exclusive – Multi-stemmed plants with iridescent clover-shaped blossoms in a glowing mix of vibrant red, 
rich apricot-orange and luminous carmine. Attracts happy butterflies. 

5131 Heliotrope, Fragrant “Marine” 
(Heliotropium arborescens)

Old-fashioned Victorian favorite with dark blue-green leaves and velvety purple flowers. Compelling, 
sensuous fragrance. Eye-catching container plants.

5924 Hollyhock, “Apricot-Peach Parfait” 
Heirloom (Alcea rosea)

Exclusive – Beautiful new double hollyhocks in luscious colors. Sturdy tall 5 to 7 foot stalks are packed 
with powder puff blossoms that unfurl in delicious shades of apricot and rosy-peach.

5191 Hollyhock “Black Watchman” Heirloom 
(Alcea rosea var. nigra)

The satiny, hibiscus-like blossoms are a deep maroon that shades to pure black. Flowers unfurl on tall 
stalks for a striking garden display. This is a re-selected heirloom variety. 

5163 Hollyhock “Indian Spring” Heirloom 
(Alcea rosea)

Single and semi-double hibiscus-like blossoms on graceful tall stalks offer that sought-after nostalgic 
cottage garden charm. Classic hollyhock colors in dark rose, salmon, pink and white.

5106 Hyacinth Bean Vine, Purple Moon 
Heirloom (Dolichos lablab)

Exotic looking ornamental climber with gorgeous sprays of amethyst blossoms, followed by glossy deep 
purple pods. Show-stopping on a fence or trellis! 

5921 Larkspur, “Singing the Blues” 
(Consolida ajacis)

Exclusive – Our premium mix features tall flowers with double blossoms in royal blue, violet, blushed blue 
and soft white. Early blooming for casual bouquets that arrange themselves in the vase.

5232 Larkspur, Specialty, “Earl Grey” 
Heirloom (Delphinium consolida)

A beautiful new shade of this old-fashioned favorite. Earl Grey has 3 to 4 foot flower stalks filled with 
showy blossoms in a pastel shade of silver-mauve. Wonderful in the garden or in fresh bouquets.

5053 Larkspur, “Imperial Alouette” 
Heirloom (Delphinium consolida)

Exclusive – Our French supplier’s premium selection for tall, elegant but informal spires in vibrant shades 
of iridescent purple, salmon, pink, lavender, lilac and white. Beautiful for bouquets. 

5320 Larkspur, “Parisian Pink” 
Heirloom (Delphinium consolida)

Exclusive – Florist-quality Larkspur from our favorite French supplier. Branching 3 to 5 ft. tall spires 
packed with rose-pink double blossoms with just a hint of salmon.

5964 Lobelia, Windowbox, “Blue Heaven” 
(Lobelia erinus)

Exclusive – Our charming, weather resistant new trailing Lobelia offers masses of dainty cerulean blue 
blossoms that cascade in an enchanting shower of bloom in hanging baskets and pots. Blooms non-stop.

5165 “Love Lies Bleeding” Amaranth 
Heirloom (Amaranthus caudatus)

Wonderful old-fashioned flowers with wine red chenille-textured tassels that cascade from big, leafy 3 to 
4 foot plants. Also called “Kiss Me Over the Garden Gate.”

5150 Marigold, Container, “Signet Starfire” 
Heirloom (Tagetes signata)

Exclusive – Softly mounding plants, literally covered with dainty single blossoms all summer, in a charming 
tricolor mix of gold, paprika and orange. Wonderfully easy and reliable.

5840 Marigold, “Summer Splash” 
(Tagetes patula x erecta)

Exclusive – This cheerful flower powerhouse offers crisp blue-green foliage literally covered with sunny 
yellow, blossoms. Plants bloom nonstop and are very heat and rain tolerant. 

5108 Mina Lobata, “Exotic Love Vine” 
Heirloom (Ipomoea lobata)

A rare and vigorous vine with distinctive fleur-de-lis shaped leaves and graceful sprays of entrancing 
bicolored blossoms in warm coral shading to creamy yellow.

5841 Monarda, Butterfly, “Bergamo” 
(Monarda hybrida)

Outstanding carefree annual Monarda with intense, 2 foot rose-purple flower spikes perfect for 
long-lasting bouquets. Flowers earlier, blooms longer and more profusely than any Monarda.

5107 Moonflower Vine, Scented 
Heirloom (Ipomoea alba)

Romantic, evening blooming climber with luminous, iridescent white trumpet blossoms that unfurl at 
evening to release their haunting perfume. Heat lover.

5205 Morning Glory, Bush “Blue Ensign” 
Heirloom (Convolvulus tricolor)

Mounding plants with free-blooming, top-setting flowers that sport clear nautical blue trumpets with gold 
and white painted throats. Easy-growing, reliable season-long bloom.

5035 Morning Glory, “Early Call” 
Heirloom (Ipomoea tricolor)

Very early blooming morning glories with huge 4 inch fluted trumpets in opalescent shades of clear 
washed rose, pale pink and softest lavender, many edged in dainty white. Invites hummingbirds.

5360 Morning Glory, Heirl.”Glacier Star” 
Heirloom (Ipomoea tricolor)

Exclusive – Free-flowering reselected heirloom cultivar with heart-shaped leaves and dazzling, 
translucent baby-blue blossoms overlaid with cerulean blue throats.
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5094 Morning Glory, “Grandpa Ott’s” 
Heirloom (Ipomoea purpurea)

Heirloom vines form a quick-growing canopy of heart-shaped leaves with an abundance of velvety, 
intense purple flowers subtly accented with a wine-red star. Blossoms entice hummingbirds.

5328 Morning Glory, “Mailbox Mix” 
Heirloom (Ipomoea tricolor)

Exclusive – Heritage blend of rich blue and glowing pearly white blossoms. Traditionally, these climbers 
with heart shaped leaves adorned fences or mailboxes. Grow beautiful living history!

5130 Morning Glory, “Scarlett O’Hara” 
Heirloom (Ipomoea nil)

This treasured heirloom is a vigorous midsummer climber and has scarlet trumpet blossoms with dainty 
white throats that lure hungry hummingbirds.

5319 Nasturtiums, “Cherries Jubilee” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – Top-setting blossoms in soft swirled lipstick colors that shade from light to deep rosy-red to 
float in profusion above mounding blue-green foliage. Hummingbirds adore it. 

5983 Nasturtium, “Climbing Phoenix” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus) 

Split-petaled, 19th century vining nasturtium whose unique pinwheel blossoms in a kaleidoscope of colors  
stand out against ivy shaped leaves. Absolutely nonstop bloom!

5963 Nasturtium, Container, “Little Firebirds” 
(Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – Gorgeous new trailing nasturtium offers a cascade of richly colored coral, burgundy and 
pumpkin blossoms that float over handsome variegated foliage. Perfect in pots and baskets.

5040 Nasturtium, Climbing “Moonlight” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Unusual climbers with charming soft primrose yellow flowers grow easily to cover a trellis, fence or 
summer arbor.

5043 Nasturtium, Climbing, “Spitfire” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – Brilliant, scarlet-orange blossoms shine out amongst trailing green foliage, attracting hovering 
hummingbirds. Train up short trellises or tripods for a cascade of bright blossoms.

5044 Nasturtium, Climbing, “Amazon Jewel” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – A spellbinding vining nasturtium with variegated foliage and brilliant spurred blossoms in 
exotic and unusual shades of pumpkin, painted peachy-rose, ruby, gold and pale lemon.

5852 Nasturtium, “Buttercream” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Tropical looking variety with semi-double, open-faced creamy pastel blossoms. Plant’s softly mounding 
habit drapes gracefully to fill garden beds or borders; especially lush in containers. 

5052 Nasturtium, “Copper Sunset” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – Luxuriant mounding plants with semi-double blossoms in a coppery flame-red shade like the 
glowing embers of a vivid summer sunset. Invites hummingbirds.

5045 Nasturtium, “Vanilla Berry” 
(Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – Lovely deep blue-green leaves and top-setting blossoms in soft vanilla with strawberry 
etched throats. Improved selection of “Peach Melba.” Invites hummingbirds.

5188 Nasturtium, “Alaska Mix” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Charming variegated nasturtium with cream and green striped lily-pad leaves. The mounding, compact 
foliage is covered with spurred flowers in an assortment of bright colors.

5874 Nasturtium, “Aloha Mix” 
(Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – Custom mix in soft tropical shades of apricot, cream, soft yellow and rose. Pretty blossoms 
atop lily pad-shaped leaves are a lovely garden tapestry. Grows readily in pots or beds. 

5041 Nasturtium, “Empress of India” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Victorian heirloom with unique deep blue-green foliage and long-spurred vermilion blossoms that 
attract hummingbirds.

5303 Nasturtium, “Creamsicle” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Exclusive – Free-flowering, top-setting blossoms in soft swirled colors of orange sherbet and vanilla float 
above mounding green foliage to create a lovely effect. 

5947 Nasturtium, Mounding, “Cup of Sun” 
Heirloom (Tropaeolum majus)

Masses of flowers in sunshine colors: bright lemon-yellow, gold touched with toasty orange and a pastel 
yellow that fades to soft cream. The cheerful blossoms shine above blue-green foliage. 

5042 Nasturtium, “Whirlybird” 
(Tropaeolum majus)

Upward facing, semi-double blossoms in a showy range of seven warm shades. Free-blooming 
spicy-sweet flowers.

5132 Nicotiana, Heirloom, “Jasmine Alata” 
Heirloom (Nicotiana alata)

Tall, broad leaved heirloom with graceful sprays of white tubular blossoms and sultry, jasmine perfume. 
Widely adapted and weather tolerant.

5426 Nigella, White, “Bridal Veil” 
Heirloom (Nigella papillosa)

This hard to find nigella has multifaceted white petals and striking black centers. Pretty bouquet flowers 
followed by decorative spidery seedpods to air dry for everlastings. 

5109 Nigella, “Mulberry Rose” 
Heirloom (Nigella damascena)

Exclusive – Lacy, multi-petaled “Love in a Mist” blossoms open pink, then deepen to enchanting deep 
rose. Once petals drop, blossoms transform into little fairy lanterns. Effortless easy growers. 

5242 Nigella, “Persian Violet” 
Heirloom (Nigella damascena)

Exclusive – Dainty, multi-faceted blossoms open white with sky-blue edging, then deepen to rich 
indigo-violet above ferny green foliage. Followed by striped fairy lantern seed pods.

5215 Pansy, “Victorian Posy” 
(Viola x wittrockiana)

Exclusive – We import English seed for this charming antique pansy in rich deep shades whose velvety 
skirts of ruffled petals have intricate markings. An entrancing old-fashioned flower.

5186 Penstemon, “Garden Bells” 
(Penstemon hartwegii)

Exclusive – Hummingbirds love these elegant perennials with tubular bell blossoms. Winner of the 
European Fleuroselect award for outstanding garden performance and unique first-year bloom.
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5170 Phlox, Annual, “Dutch Tapestry” 
(Phlox drummondi grandiflora)

Unbeatable, heat-tolerant, free blooming cultivar with multitudes of star-shaped blossoms covering the 
1-1⁄2 foot plants in beautiful, soft, clear colors with contrasting eyes. Meadowsweet perfume.

5321 Poppy, Shirley “Angels’ Choir” 
(Papaver rhoeas)

Exclusive – Silken poppies on nodding stems in lustrous, soft watercolors including cream, apricot, 
peach, coral, lavender, pink and picotees. Exquisite, shimmering colors.

5922 Poppy, Shirley, “Falling In Love” 
(Papaver rhoeas)

Satiny blossoms in entrancing Valentine shades to light up the spring garden. Includes singles and 
doubles in glowing crimson, rose-red, white rimmed rose and the occasional peach.

5948 Poppy, California, “Copper Pot” 
Heirloom (Eschscholtzia californica)

Luminous California poppies in radiant coppery-red shades, especially dazzling when lit by the sun. Satiny 
blossoms shine like beacons above feathery, gray-green foliage. Colors are a real show-stopper.

5981 Poppy, California, “Dancing Ballerinas” 
(Eschscholtzia californica)

Enchanting special mix of double & semi-double California poppies whose satiny, fluted blossoms glow 
above feathery foliage in a wonderful shimmering range of rich sherbet colors and bi-colors.

5415 Poppy, California, “Buttercream” 
Heirloom (Eschscholtzia californica)

This unusual poppy has silky soft, buttercream colored blossoms. Easy to grow, the abundant paper-thin 
blossoms shine for weeks above mounded plants with feathery gray-green foliage. 

5379 Poppy, California, “Dusky Rose” 
Heirloom (Eschscholtzia californica)

Exclusive – Lovely poppies with silky, rose-tinted iridescent blossoms that float on slender stems above 
mounding plants with feathery grey-green foliage. Easy to grow and forgiving of poor soil. 

5414 Poppy, California, “Native Orange” 
Heirloom (Eschscholtzia californica)

California poppies’ fluted form and silky, golden-orange flowers celebrate spring with exuberance. Perfect 
for hot areas and easily grown all over the country. Ours germinate well and grow strongly.

5175 Poppy, California, “Tequila Sunrise” 
(Eschscholtzia californica)

Exclusive – Our special duet of the prettiest new poppy colors; a gorgeous mandarin-red splashed with 
gold and warm soft cream. Blossoms dance above mounding gray-green foliage.

5363  Poppy, California, “Tropical Sunset” 
(Eschscholtzia californica)

Exclusive – Custom mix of carefree, long-blooming, silky California poppies in glowing sunset colors: rich 
deep red, carmine-rose, vanilla, ruffled flame and tangerine bicolors. 

5046 Poppy, Carnation, “French Flounce” 
Heirloom (Papaver paeoniflorum & laciniatum)

Exclusive – Ooh la la! These French imports have big densely petaled blossoms like a Can-Can dancer’s 
full skirts. Enchanting spring garden heirloom in scarlet, salmon, pink, violet and white. 

5869 Poppy, “Lauren’s Dark Grape” 
Heirloom (Papaver spp.)

Stunning heirloom with huge chalice-shaped satiny blossoms that absolutely glow in deep, port-wine 
shades atop big, lettuce-like, blue-gray leaves. These showstoppers grow 3 to 5-feet tall.

5155 Poppy, Mexican Tulip 
Heirloom (Hunnemannia fumarifolia)

Exclusive – This wonderful poppy-like heirloom offers delicate 3 inch flower cups that glisten in the sun 
and resemble satiny butter yellow tulips. Plants grow 1-1⁄ 2 to 2 feet tall with finely cut, blue-green foliage.

5151 Poppy, Shirley, “Legion of Honor” 
Heirloom (Papaver rhoeas)

Classic crimson poppies with brilliant 3 to 4 inch silky flowers on nodding stems 1-1/2 to 2 feet above finely 
cut foliage. Re-sows easily and generously.

5086 Poppy, Single & Double, “Shirley” 
Heirloom (Papaver rhoeas)

These romantic, old-fashioned poppies have silky-petaled blossoms in vivid shades and pastel hues that 
dance on graceful nodding stems.

5830 Portulaca/Moss Rose, “Pastel Sundial” 
(Portulaca grandiflora)

Exclusive – Our blend of chiffon pink, peach, sunny yellow and ivory. Perfect for hot, sunny locations; best 
drought-tolerant annual. Our “Sundial” offers larger, earlier, fully double flowers.

5200 Rose, Miniature, “Angel Wings” 
Heirloom (Rosa chinensis)

Exclusive – Dutch selection. Easily grown 1-1/2 foot tall miniature fairy roses with clusters of dainty, petite 
blossoms in classic rose shades of shell pink, deep rose and white. Blooms the first year.

5853 Rudbeckia, “Cappuccino” 
(Rudbeckia fulgida)

First season blooming Fleuroselect winner in beautifully contrasting bicolor shades of red and yellow, 
warm mahogany, rich auburn and gold. Sturdy and sun loving; heat and drought tolerant. 

5105 Runner Bean, “Magic Beanstalk” 
Heirloom (Phaseolus coccineus)

Quick-growing luxuriant vines covered in highly ornamental scarlet blossoms followed by edible pods with 
black and purple swirled magic beans to treasure.

5034 Runner Bean, “Painted Lady” 
Heirloom (Phaseolus coccineus)

Exclusive – This fast-growing English heirloom climber makes a flowering screen adorned with beautiful 
edible blossoms bi-colored in coral and palest pink. Invites hummingbirds.

5190 Salpiglossis, “Stained Glass” 
(Salpiglossis sinuata)

Exclusive – Radiant English cultivar, bred for extraordinary color and weather tolerance. Mix of chocolate, 
orange, gold, purple, red and blue with veined and etched bicolors. 

5438 Salvia, Pollinator, “Bee Heaven” 
(Salvia coccinea)

Exclusive – Clouds of nectar-rich, orchid-like blossoms in an enchanting mix of white, pink and rose-red. 
Hummingbirds, butterflies & other pollinators flock to this compact, early blooming, container variety.

1068 Salvia, Butterfly, “Marble Arch” 
Heirloom (Salvia horminum)

Exclusive – Unusual ornamental whose upper floral bracts display gorgeous flags of color in intense 
indigo-blue, rich rose and pure white. Improved, long-blooming Dutch selection. 

5949 Salvia, Hummingbird, “Coral Nymph” 
(Salvia coccinea)

Clouds of nectar-rich, orchid-like blossoms in an enchanting shade of coral with tiny white stamens. 
Hummingbirds flock to these flowers from dawn to dusk. Long-lasting and heat tolerant.
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5038 Scabiosa, “Grandmother’s Pincushion” 
Heirloom (Scabiosa atropurpurea)

Cottage garden favorites since the Colonial era. Densely petaled, mounded “pincushion” flowers on long 
stems. Premium Dutch selection for rich deep colors and uniform height.

5369 Snapdragon, Butterfly, “Chantilly” 
(Antirrhinum majus)

Exclusive – Plump, fluted flowers closely spaced on tall graceful spikes—a candelabra of bloom. Our 
watercolor blend of creamy yellow, soft salmon, apricot-bronze, and candy-floss pink. 

5284 Stock, “Ten Week Perfume” 
(Mattiola incana)

Exclusive – Richly hued flowers with a complex spicy-sweet perfume. This is the best annual stock, heat 
tolerant and multi-branching in a beautiful blend of sumptuous colors. 

5962 Sunflower, “The Birds & The Bees” 
Heirloom (Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – This black seeded variety is a rich pollen and nectar source for foraging honey and native 
bees and other pollinators. Especially nutritious, oil-rich kernels for feasting songbirds.

5002 Sunflower, “Bright Bandolier” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Our carefully balanced, ornamental mix of sunny yellow and warm burnished mahogany 
cultivars chosen especially for pollen-free centerpiece bouquets.

5324 Sunflower, Container, “Junior” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – The first pollen-free, dwarf branching sunflower. These long-lasting, short sunflowers are 
perfect for large pots and planters. Their cheerful faces smile atop branching stalks just 2-1/2 feet tall.

5000 Sunflower, “Cinnamon Sun” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Gorgeous pollen-free, branching variety with 5 to 6 inch flower faces with glowing 
cinnamon-bronze petals and chocolate centers. Beautiful in bouquets.

5439 Sunflower, “Garnet Star”
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Vigorous, multi-stemmed variety with bicolored petals marked with a Garnet-red starburst 
pattern surrounded by pastel, sherbet-yellow tips. Exceptional garden performance and great for cutting.

5004 Sunflower, Lemon “Valentine” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Florist-quality sunflowers with lemon-sherbet colored petals perfectly arranged around dark chocolate 
centers. 5 foot branching plants bear a profusion of long-lasting 4 to 5 inch flowers.

3077 Sunflower, “Mammoth Greystripe” Heir-
loom Organic (Helianthus annuus)

These tall, pollinator-friendly golden sunflowers are followed by heavy heads of plump seed kernels that 
make tasty and nutritious eating for fun snacks. Or feed seeds to birds!

5001 Sunflower, Short, “Musicbox” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Award-winning, knee-high branching sunflowers with an abundance of exuberant 4 to 5 inch 
blossoms in sunny shades with lots of bicolors. Perfect for beds and borders. 

5827 Sunflower, Ornamental “Moonshadow” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Moonshadow shines in the garden with creamy, custard-colored petals and chocolate center disks. 
Multi-branching stalks with abundant clusters of 3 to 5 inch blossoms.

5305 Sunflower, Edible “Snack Seed” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Beautiful garden sunflowers with big flower faces and golden petals that mature into heavy 
heads of large, delicious, plump seed kernels. Tasty, nutritious eating or feed to delighted birds.

5323 Sunflower, “Chocolate Cherry” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Delectable new sunflowers with mouthwatering rich chocolate-burgundy ray petals 
surrounding dark chocolate disks. Pollen-free flowers are stunning for indoor bouquets. 

5050 Sunflower, Color Mix, “Sun Samba” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Singles, semi-doubles and doubles in a myriad of colors dance on branching plants, perfect 
for cutting. Golden yellow, mahogany, lemon, bronze with gold ring and other bicolors. 

5982 Sunflower, “Sundancer,” Border 
(Helianthus annuus)

Early blooming, vigorous, multi-branching plants are soon covered with glorious sunflowers with perfectly 
formed, deep golden-orange petals & rich chocolate centers. Stunning as blooming border or cut flowers.

5051 Sunflower, Giant Edible “Sunzilla”
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Easy to grow. Up to 14 foot tall branching giants with huge golden flowers whose seeds ripen 
into plump delicious kernels. Great for kids of all ages.

5425 Sunflower, Giant Heirloom “Titan” 
Heirloom (Helianthus annuus)

This choice sunflower strain has been reselected and saved by generations for handsome, strong plants 
with beautiful golden flower faces that reach up 12 to 14 feet to follow the sun.

5842 Sunflower, “Van Gogh” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Exclusive – Classic colors of the famous Van Gogh sunflower portraits with yellow ray petals and golden 
disks surrounding green centers. Strong single stems. Early and pollen free.

5854 Sunflower, Bi-Color, “Royal Flush” 
(Helianthus annuus)

Vibrant, early-blooming mix includes bi-colors with mahogany petals that taper to golden tips and  others 
with sunny yellow faces and gorgeous deep, dark-red flower faces. Makes great bouquets. 

5065 Sweet Pea, Scented “April in Paris” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Bred to bring intense, old fashioned sweet pea scent back into the more modern, large wavy 
blossoms. Creamy pale primrose yellow with a lilac flush that deepens with age. 

5168 Sweet Pea, Exhibition “Blue Celeste” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – The fragrant, pastel-blue blossoms of this ruffled beauty are the color of a delicate spring iris. 
These British-bred specialty sweet peas are also strong garden performers.

5293 Sweet Pea, Windowbox “Color Palette” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Diminutive 8 to 10 in. long cascading vines with sweetly scented flowers in rose-pink and 
white, soft lavender, shell-pink and deep purple. Perfect for containers or windowboxes.

5093 Sweet Pea, Antique “Jewels of Albion” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Our custom blend of especially fragrant, heat-tolerant heirloom varieties in cool shades of 
mauve and serene deep blue, lightened with cream and soft lavender.
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5088 Sweet Pea, Scented “Saltwater Taffy Swirls” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Very special, long-stemmed “flake” varieties with big ruffled, fragrant flowers in soft pastel 
candy colors, swirled and sprinkled with deeper markings.

5868 Sweet Pea, “Spencer Ruffled” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – A lovely fragrant mix from the premier English breeder offers the best classic Spencers with 
perfectly formed, big blossoms in rich, clear colors. Outstanding quality and garden performance. 

5022 Sweet Pea, Knee High “Explorer” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus) 

Early flowering knee-high sweet peas in beguiling colors perfect for beds and borders. Needs no support. 
Grows just 2-1⁄2 – 3-1⁄2 feet tall. Fragrant bouquets.

5919 Sweet Pea, “Jack & Jill” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Blooming in dainty salmon-rose and soft mid-blue, our perfumed duet grows just 3 feet tall. These nostalgic 
and charming flowers bloom early offering heat tolerance and strong garden performance.

5309 Sweet Pea, Bouquet “Regal Robe” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Our blend of early-blooming cultivars in rich cream and regal deep burgundy. Elegant duo in 
the garden or cut bouquets for a truly arresting and a sweetly perfumed display.

5164 Sweet Pea, Designer “Lipstick” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Long-stemmed, luscious blossoms in a vivid red shade reminiscent of the glossy lips of siren 
movie stars. Ruffled flowers are perfect for eye-catching bouquets.

5148 Sweet Pea, Antique “Queen of Hearts” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus) 

Exclusive – Striking combination of heat-tolerant antique varieties that blossom in scented bouquets of 
crimson-red, burgundy, magenta-rose and cream. A regal blend.

5098 Sweet Pea, Exhibition “North Shore” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Elegant and perfumed Royal Horticultural Society winner combines fragrance and form with 
luminous bicolor blossoms. Ruffled stained glass petals in rich claret and violet-blue.

5020 Sweet Pea, Antique “Perfume Delight” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Heat-tolerant, antique sweet pea blend of heirloom varieties, with an intense honey-orange 
fragrance in a rich collage of vibrant single colors and bicolors.

5917 Sweet Pea, Heirl., “Painted Lady” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

The first named sweet pea cultivar, dating from 1737. “Painted Lady” is a beautiful rose, pastel pink and 
cream bicolor that is deliciously scented. Begins flowering early and is heat tolerant.

5298 Sweet Pea, Bouquet, “Mary Lou Heard” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Honoring Mary Lou Heard, whose passion for gardening inspired all who knew her, this 
beautiful, nostalgic sweet pea has glowing lilac-shaded blooms with ambrosial perfume.

5091 Sweet Pea, Antique “Queen of the Night” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Super-fragrant blend of named antique varieties in the deep shades of a midsummer evening. 
Includes navy blue, mauve-blue, bicolor maroon and lilac, dark crimson and salmon-pink.

5294 Sweet Pea, Classic, “Royal Wedding” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Softly frilled, pure white flowers bloom on long stems with lovely ruffled petals. Award winning variety 
from England with outstanding form, garden performance and enchanting fragrance.

5299 Sweet Pea, Species, “Electric Blue” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Rare species sweet pea with dainty little flowers in exquisite glowing blue shine against 
tangly, grassy foliage. Short 3 to 4 ft. vines are a garden accent in big pots with a short trellis. 

5349 Sweet Pea, Peren.”Garden Orchids” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Heirloom grown by Thomas Jefferson. Vigorous flowering vines grow 9 to 12 feet tall, bearing heavy 
clusters of dainty 1-1/2 inch pearly blossoms in white, blushed pink and carmine-rose. 

5096 Sweet Pea, “Windowbox Cupid” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Perfect for windowboxes, containers or small space gardens, Cupid’s diminutive vines grow 
just 8 to 10 inches long with dainty bicolor pink blossoms in cascading sprays. 

5310 Sweet Pea, Classic Mix, “Pastel Sunset” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Fragrant, pastel blended soft color melody. Includes rose-pink “Sylvia More,” creamy “Jilly,” 
lavender-blue “Chatsworth” and other cultivars in peach, almond and pink.

5152 Sweet Pea, Antique, “Cupani’s Original” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

An especially strong strain of the first cultivated sweet pea. Perfumed, heat-tolerant and beautifully 
bi-colored in deep maroon-purple and orchid-violet.

5296 Sweet Peas, Early “Chiffon Elegance” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Specially bred to bloom earlier than all other varieties. A silky watercolor quartet of ruffled 
flowers in soft white, deep magenta-rose, shell-pink and gorgeous lavender. 

5295 Sweet Pea, Early, “Velvet Elegance” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Specially bred to bloom earlier than all other varieties. A showcase trio in dark tapestry 
colors: rich maroon, deep violet-blue and full crimson red with long stemmed, ruffled flowers.

5311 Sweet Pea, Old-Fashioned “Watermelon” 
Heirloom (Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – This alluring variety combines long-stemmed blossoms, graceful form, delicious subtle 
perfume and beautiful color in a shade between fresh cut watermelon and ripe rosy peaches.

5113 Sweet Pea, Bouquet, “Cheri Amour” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Carefully composed, romantic palette of pink, rose and pastel lavender in a soft bicolor blend 
for armfuls of stunning sweet-scented bouquets. Long-stemmed, frilled and fragrant.

5362 Sweet Pea, Fragrant, “Zinfandel” 
(Lathyrus odoratus)

Exclusive – Zinfandel’s large ruffled blossoms are a rich shade of claret/burgundy like the color of fine 
vintage wine. This perfumed variety begins to bloom very early in the season. 

5368 Sweet William, “Lace Mantle” 
(Dianthus barbatus)

Exclusive – Velvety flower trusses of eye-catching, tiny fringed blossoms in a tapestry of shades for vivid, 
romantic bouquets with enchanting clove perfume. Blooms first season. Butterfly favorite.
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5287 Thunbergia,”Black-Eyed Susan Vine” 
Heirloom (Thunbergia alata)

Old-fashioned climbing vine with enticing bright orange flowers that peep out from heart-shaped leaves. 
Perfect to twine up a short trellis or enjoy in hanging baskets or windowboxes.

5126 Tithonia, Butterfly, “Torch” 
Heirloom (Tithonia rotundifolia)

Tall dramatic plants with velvety foliage and spectacular red-orange flowers that are beacons to 
butterflies all summer long.

5967 Viola, Edible, “Johnny Jump Ups” 
Heirloom (Viola tricolor)

Easy to grow, jaunty little violas with dainty flowers in deep violet, mauve, yellow & white. Weather 
tolerant & long blooming. Pretty in containers; as edging, lovely in spring bulb beds. Edible blossoms.

5843 Wallflower, “Scented Gold” 
(Erysimum perovskianum)

Exclusive – From England, these charming flowers with butter-yellow blossom clusters are the most 
sweetly fragrant wallflowers. Very early and free blooming, compact 9 to 12 inch tall plants 

5117 Zinnia, Cactus, “Raggedy Anne” 
Heirloom (Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Custom mixed, coordinated colors for exuberant bouquets of these quirky, charming 
old-fashioned flowers with curved and twisted narrow petals. A truly radiant color mix!

5023 Zinnia, Cutting, “Apricot Blush” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Gorgeous florist-quality cutting zinnias with long-stemmed double flowers of apricot-rose 
through salmon-blush. Especially beautiful in bouquets and so romantic in the garden.

5855 Zinnia, “Bling Bling” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Multi-branching double blossoms in rich orange, intense sunny yellow, and sultry violet/purple. 
Our blend of big double zinnias in fabulous, sexy, fun colors, makes a natural bouquet. 

5407 Zinnia, Cutting, “Berry Basket”
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Our luscious blend of densely petaled, long-stemmed, multi-branching zinnias in raspberry, 
grape, rose-pink & violet. Superb garden performance. The 3-1/2 foot plants yield continuous blooms.

5871 Zinnias, Cutting,”Cabaret” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Extravagant ruffled zinnias in fabulous “dance all night” colors that turn up the volume in 
sizzling bright rose, rich purple, brilliant lilac, magenta, deep orange and warm yellow.

5950 Zinnia, “Cha-Cha-Cha” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Double blossoms on 2 ft. stems in festive hues of deep red, gold, rose, cerise, orange and 
yellow form instant bouquets. Free flowering in containers or borders. Easy-care butterfly magnets.

5408 Zinnia, Cutting, “Décor” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Our striking duet combines lively apricot and vivid chartreuse florist-quality zinnias in a 
perfect color combo for eye-catching bouquets. Long-stemmed, double blossoms on 3-1/2 foot plants. 

5968 Zinnia, Cutting, “Moulin Rouge Red” 
Heirloom (Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Our blend of three sizzling hot red shades: scarlet, crimson and deep red makes a striking 
garden display and show-stopping bouquets. Beautiful, fully double flowers on strong branching plants.

5413 Zinnia, “Polar Bear”
Heirloom (Zinnia elegans)

Pure white, old-fashioned “dahlia-flowering” fully double zinnias borne on long-stemmed, branching 
plants. Excellent cutting flowers for bouquets and fabulous color in the garden.

5856 Zinnia, “Mighty Lion” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Carefree, lively Mighty Lion offers intense orange-red, double 4 to 5 inch blossoms with multiple  layers of 
petals that remind us of a lion’s mane. Butterflies seek out the big vibrant blossoms.

5071 Zinnia, Florist, “Blue Point” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Premier florist-quality dahlia-form zinnias in radiant colors. Armloads of long-stemmed cut flowers on 
vigorous tall plants that withstand summer conditions.

5837 Zinnia, Container “Pixie Sunshine” 
(Zinnia angustifolia)

Exclusive – Easy care, long blooming, 8 to 10 inch tall container zinnias in coordinated shades of buttery 
yellow, citrus orange and white. Pots of these double 2 to 3 inch blossoms delight butterflies.

5371 Zinnia, “Cool Crayon Colors”
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Custom blend of florist-quality cutting zinnias in shades that make bouquets as you pick. Fully 
double, long-stemmed flowers in deep lavender, carmine-rose, soft pink, and white. 

5367 Zinnia, “Hot Crayon Colors”
(Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Custom blend of scarlet red, golden yellow and citrus orange for bright borders and sizzling 
bouquets of gorgeous florist-quality zinnias. Outstanding garden performance.

5070 Zinnia, “Cut and Come Again” 
Heirloom (Zinnia elegans)

Beloved, free-flowering, heirloom cutting zinnias in a wonderful range of candy-bright colors to enjoy both 
indoors and out all summer.

5073 Zinnia, “Granny’s Bouquet” 
Heirloom (Zinnia elegans)

Exclusive – Our nostalgic mix of hard-to-find varieties in radiant shades; antique splashed Carousel, 
needle-nosed Cactus, chartreuse ruffled Envy and starry crested California Giant.

5072 Zinnia, “Persian Carpet” 
Heirloom (Zinnia haageana)

Old-fashioned, disease resistant small flowering zinnia with rounded starry blooms in a mosaic of warm 
colors with contrasting petal tips and centers.

5104 Zinnia, “Green Envy” 
Heirloom (Zinnia elegans)

The unusual chartreuse color of this semi-double zinnia sets off the brighter shades of summer bouquets 
and belongs in all flower arrangers’ gardens. Top-quality seed is bred for form and color. 

5952 Zinnia, “Raspberry Sorbet” 
(Zinnia elegans)

Beautiful, rich raspberry-tinted fully double blossoms on branching long stemmed plants. Easy to grow, 
free flowering and beautiful for both borders and richly colored bouquets. Butterflies adore them.

5440  Heirloom (Zinnia elegans) Improved selection with free flowering, big double blossoms on long-stemmed plants in coordinating 
rich shades that add glowing color to summer beds and borders. Butterflies adore them.
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       EXCLUSIVE: BONUS PACKS • SEED COLLECTIONS • SCATTER GARDEN CANISTERS

8170 Soil Building Kodiak Mustard 
Bonus Pack

A high biomass, “green manure” cover crop that protects and restores soil for future plantings. Captures 
nutrients, prevents leaching, improves drainage and helps control soil borne diseases.

8171 Native American Three Sisters Garden 
Bonus Pack

Grow a living history garden: gorgeous multicolored Indian Corn, Rattlesnake Beans to twine up the corn 
stalks and sweet Sugar Pie Pumpkins to cover the ground. 

8172 Cat Treats, Gourmet Mixed Greens 
Bonus Pack, Organic

Our extra fancy blend of organically grown seeds for fresh rye, oats, barley and wheat greens offers 
multiple sowings of fast-growing, healthy and delicious treats for kitties.

3990 Organic Slow-Bolt Cilantro 
(Over-sized pkt) Organic

Fast-growing lacy leaves with a delicious, spicy flavor. Indispensible for everyday cooking.

8173 A Rainbow of California Poppies 
Bonus Pack

Enjoy the glowing beauty of drought-tolerant, silky California poppies in vibrant rainbow colors for a 
carefree spring celebration. 

8773 Seeds for A Butterfly Garden 
Bonus Pack

Enjoy the beauty of “the flowers of the air.” Easy to grow Zinnia, “Persian Carpet,” Cosmos,” Purity,” and 
Sunflower, “Red Sun,” provide food for hungry butterflies all summer long. 

8774 Seeds for A Hummingbird Garden 
Bonus Pack

These three colorful, nectar-filled flowers are easy to grow hummingbird favorites; Scarlet Runner Bean, 
“Magic Beanstalk,” Nasturtium, “Summer Charm,” and Zinnia, “Scarlet Flame.” 

8195 A Rainbow Kitchen Garden 
5 in 1 Seed Collection

Contains 5 individual packets of colorful and delicious vegetable varieties that are reliably easy to grow 
and carefree for anyone new to starting a garden. Complete growing information included.

8196 Container Vegetable Garden 
5 in 1 Seed Collection

Contains 5 individual packets of our best-selling and great tasting compact vegetable varieties chosen 
especially for container growing. Includes step by step “How-To” brochure.

8198 Container Herb Garden 
5 in 1 Seed Collection

Contains 5 individual packets of our best-selling and great tasting compact herb varieties chosen 
especially for container growing. Includes step by step “How-To” brochure.

8182 Pollinator Flower Power 
Scatter Garden Canister

Fast growing annual flowers provide food, shelter and habitat for endangered honeybees, native bees 
and a wide range of butterflies and other insect pollinators. Resealable canister covers 600-700 sq.ft. 

8181 Cover Crop Mix 
Scatter Garden Canister

Our balanced blend of nitrogen fixing legumes, annual grasses, soil penetrating roots and cleansing 
brassicas protects and improves every type of garden soil. Resealable canister covers 600-700 sq.ft.

8186 Carefree Wildflowers 
Scatter Garden Canister

A full color palate of annual wildflowers to broadcast for a succession of color and form. Beautifully 
packaged 7 inch resealable canisters. Ample 2.3 oz. covers 600 to 700 sq.ft.

8187 California Native Poppies 
Scatter Garden Canister

Silky, golden-orange native California poppies to broadcast for a carefree, drought-tolerant carpet of 
bloom. Beautiful 7 inch resealable canisters. Ample 2.2 oz. covers 600 to 700 sq.ft.

8206 Endless Bouquets Flowers
Scatter Garden Canister

Exclusive - Easy to grow, carefully color-balanced blend of annual cut varieties will bloom for a succession 
of glorious bouquets to enjoy through spring & summer. Widely adapted for all climate zones.
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Container Kale 
Green Curls
Outstanding new kale bred 
especially for great nutty flavor, 
tender texture and compact 
size. Green Curls tops out at 
about 15 inches tall, so it shines 
in pots and containers, a true 
“ornamental edible.”

Tall Snap Peas
Magnolia Blossom
Handsome & highly productive, 
this 5-8 ft. tall vining snap pea 
has eye-catching bicolored 
purple blossoms, soon followed 
by an abundance of well 
filled, crunchy-sweet, plump, 
snacking pods.

Container Heirloom Tomato 
Tasmanian Chocolate
Strong-yielding, short, sturdy 
vines offer beautiful, plump 
mahogany red/orange,  
faintly striped tomatoes with 
delicious, well-balanced  
flavor. Great for pots and  
small spaces. 

Heritage Chile 
NuMex Joe E Parker 
Authentic New Mexico style 
chile with 6-7 in. meaty pods, 
medium heat level and delicious 
well-rounded flavor. Early-
producing plants offer heavy 
yields and dense foliage that 
protects pods from sunburn. 

Pointed Sweetheart Cabbage
Conehead
EXCLUSIVE – A European 
specialty, these cabbages have 
a solid, tightly wrapped base 
of leaves that taper to a point. 
Flavor is mild and remarkably 
sweet and interior leaves are 
wonderfully crunchy. 

Long Keeping Onions
Rainbow Trio
EXCLUSIVE – Mix of 3 colors  
of widely adapted, intermediate  
day length onions. High-yielding, 
long keeping hybrid varieties 
include Cherry Mountain, 
Saffron & Diamond Swan for 
early and bountiful harvests.

Container Snap Peas 
Little Crunch 
A delicious new compact sugar 
snap pea developed especially 
for containers. Versatile and 
attractive short vines grow 
quickly, bearing lots of chubby 
crunchy sweet pods that make 
scrumptious snacks, or stirfries. 

Variety photos, taken in our trial gardens, available on request. All new selections are tested for US and Canadian climate zones. 

Container Baby Leaf Spinach
Little Hero
EXCLUSIVE – Perfect for 
container and small space 
growing. Crunchy-sweet,  
deep green oval leaves are  
easy to harvest at baby size  
for scrumptious fresh  
spinach salads. 



New Varieties For 2018
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Traditional Chile Peppers
Tibetan Lhasa
EXCLUSIVE – Fragrant, fiery, 
flavorful, deep red 4 in. chiles 
from Tibet. Heavy sets of 
multiple straight pods that 
quickly mature to red, very 
early in the season. Extended 
harvest season.

Butterfly Snapdragons
Chantilly Summer Flame 
EXCLUSIVE – Open-faced, 
fluted flowers closely spaced 
along 2½ ft. tall blooming spikes 
in sumptuous shades of apricot, 
dark orange and vermilion red. 
Glowing garden color, and 
long-lasting bouquets.

Classic Rutabaga
Improved Helenor
Easy to grow, high-yielding 
Rutabaga with fine texture and 
flavors of apples and turnips 
with buttery overtones. A 
traditional mainstay root that 
develops good color early. Very 
uniform, early and productive.

Heirloom Slicing Cucumber
Patty’s Marketmore
Our own selection of this 
classic high yielding heirloom 
that produces long, dark 
green fruits with crunchy 
texture and mild sweet flavor. 
Weather tolerant and resistant 
to viruses and disease.

Foxglove
Carousel Mix
EXCLUSIVE – Sturdy tall 
spikes of bell-shaped blossoms 
in an array of lovely pastels. 
Hummingbirds, bumblebees & 
butterflies love them. Great cut 
flower. Deer-resistant. Can take 
light shade.

Heirloom Turnip
Purple Top Milan 
Classic Italian heirloom with 
globe-shaped roots that have 
pretty, bright purple shoulders 
and pure white flesh. Easy to 
grow, early maturing and very 
productive variety with sweet 
and mild flavor. 

Hummingbird Penstemon
Wedding Bells
EXCLUSIVE – Largest flowering 
penstemon! Wedding Bells 
offers large, satiny, bell-shaped 
flowers. The 18-24 inch flower 
stalks bloom profusely in a 
beautiful color mix. Great cut 
flower & very weather tolerant.

Heirloom Cutting Zinnias  
Happy Birthday Mix
EXCLUSIVE – Our mix of 
fully double, rich red and 
snowy white zinnias. Long 
stemmed, branching 3-3 ½ 
foot plants. These happy bright 
colors celebrate every special 
occasion in the garden.



Kitchen Garden Cookbooks 
for Gardeners Who Love to Cook

Take full sales advantage of Renee Shepherd’s 

cooking and gardening expertise with our 

two Kitchen Garden cookbooks. Each is 

a separate and original collection of great 

recipes arranged by vegetable type. These 

perennially popular books are now in

their 6th edition!

BRAND NEW: 
THE RENEE’S GARDEN 
COOKBOOK

Recently Published! Renee’s newest book combines 

delicious and easy to prepare recipes with expert 

gardening advice: a perfect guide for both growing and 

thoroughly enjoying the harvest. Features our beautiful 

watercolor illustrations, specific gardening advice for 

every vegetable and herb and wonderful recipes using 

fresh from the garden produce. Helps every cooking 

gardener answer the question “what’s for dinner?”

“A cookbook that everyone should own. 

It’s especially great if you have a garden 

because it gives lots of ideas for every type 

of vegetable.”  —Amazon.com
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Sign up for Renee’s monthly email newsletter with 
gardening ideas, features and great recipes at

www.reneesgarden.com

Your Garden to Table Seed Company




